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contentions (as well as die-casting, in later times) were held with the aim of
"winning the sun" and establishing order in the universe. The goddess Usas
presided over the distribution of generous gifts during these contests.
This sketch of the religious and social status of the Vedic Rsis is based
mainly on research done by Western scholars. It should be noted that interest in this range of problems has been growing lately among Indian scholars
as well. The realization of the special role of the Rsis in the archaic Aryan
society of the RgVedic period has stimulated research in this area: much
work has been published both in English and in modern Indian languages
(Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati).19 Although this topic has generated a stream of
publications, both of a scientific and of a more popular character, their main
lines of investigation are beyond the scope of the present monograph; our
interest is primarily linguistic. Nevertheless, we cannot avoid mentioning a
remarkable phenomenon: an uninterrupted chain of tradition and continuity,
though altered and variable to a certain degree, between modern India and
the world of the Rg Veda Aryan-especially in those cases when the author of
a work on the Vedic poets happens to be both a well-known Sanskritist and
a descendant of a Vedic Rsi, such as Dandekar, who traces his origin from
the/to Vasistha [63.312-350].

Vocabulary

Some of the essential features of the model of the universe seen by the seers
of the hymns find their fullest and clearest reflection in the vocabulary of the
Rg Veda. On the one hand, this circumstance grants the scholar quite a few
advantages, as it places at his disposal a general theory which permits him,
using a single non-contradictory method, to interpret the historical and cultural situation as well as disparate linguistic facts. But on the other hand, the
dangers of a vicious circle seem apparent. First, we construct a model of the
universe on the the basis of the Rg Veda hymns, and then we interpret the
vocabulary of the Rg Veda with the help of this very model. This danger
must never be overlooked. In addition, there can never be any certainty that
many, and sometimes quite essential fragments of this model, have been
construed in adequate agreement with the perception of the Vedic Rsis
themselves. This uncertainty has to be applied to any interpretation of certain parts of the Vedic vocabulary.
The vocabulary of the Rg Veda is characterized by both polysemy and
synonymy [8. ch. "Vocabulary"]. Using these very characteristics, the poets
quite consciously introduce puns, a play on words, thus creating an intentionally obscure, allusive and suggestive style. However, before we discuss
the stylistic use of lexical polysemy in the Rg Veda, we should consider the
definition of this phenomenon. Polysemy, as such, presupposes the discrete
character of meanings tied to a word. The Rg Veda lexicon, as represented in
classical Western dictionaries [91; 59], contains an amazing number of
polysemantic words. It is remarkable that the highest number of meanings—sometimes more than ten—is ascribed to words that encode the key
notions of the model of the universe (for exarnpie, words that denote members of basic oppositions), as well as proper names that are widely used as
symbols in Vedic poetry. But a modern Vedic scholar cannot be certain that,
in Vedic times, quite different types of semantic syncretism were not prevalent. What we perceive as different meanings of the same word in the hymns
might have appeared to the Rsi as a single meaning in different contexts.
Central to the Rg Veda world-model was the notion rendered by the
word rta-. Grassmann gives the following meanings for its use as a noun:
29
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"divine order," "eternal truth;" "justice, right;" "sanctity;" "truth;" "a pious
deed;" "sacrifice." It seems most probable that all the "separate meanings"
are really context-bound variants of a single syncretic invariant meaning
which, in this particular case could be conventionalized as "cosmic law." On
the speculative level it can manifest itself as "eternal truth," but on the ritual
level as "sacrifice." Similarly, the various adjectival meanings of the
word—"appropriate;" "good," "sacred;" "truthful, pious"—could be rather
easily reduced to a single invariant: "conforming to the law of rtd-.'
We should evidently assume the existence of a single meaning with
widely differing contextual variants in the case of the hardly translatable
noun dhaman-. Its semantic area is defined in the dictionaries as "a seat,
place, residence, habitation;" "home, a favourite spot (especially, of Agni
and Soma);" "retinue, a company (of gods);" "law, norm" [80]. Leaving
aside for the moment the problem of the semantic evolution of these
variants, it seems possible to suggest that for the Rsi the meaning of
dhaman-(fmm the verb root dha- "to set, put, place,arrange") manifest itself
on the level of locality as "a place," on the level of speculation as "law,
order," and on the level of social relations as "a retinue, escort."
The invariant semantics of krdtu-—daksa-, could be rendered by the
opposition "spiritual power," "power of action," both of which have a multitude of meanings in our dictionaries. In the Rsi's mind, krdtu- in different
contexts may have corresponded to our notions of "ability, skill,"
"reason(ing), understanding;" "intuition, inspiration, aspiration;" and "sacrificial drink (Soma as a source of inspiration)." Nevertheless, the word
preserves the unicity of its basic semantics. So, too, daksa- denotes the
"ability to act," "skill;" "force, "(ill)will," all of which are perceived as various manifestations of a single property. In some contexts the opposition
between the two members can be neutralized, and either of them may denote
an undifferentiated mental-and-physical force at the same time, although
other meanings of the neutralized member can also occur.
Principles of semantic syncretism, very different from those of modern
scholars, tend to manifest themselves in a definite lexical stratum, namely,
in the one dealing with various emotional and intellectual phenomena. The
words denoting these phenomena are the same as those that denote the corresponding—for the Vedic mind—internal organ. This semantic syncretism
is correctly rendered in Otto Bohtlingk's Worterbuch where, for example,
the word mdnas- is defined both as "inner emotion," "spirit," "mind,"
"reason," "thought," and as "internal body-part," "heart." On the other hand,
hfd- or hfdaya- in the Rig Veda can mean not only "heart (as part of body),"
but also "the focal point of various emotions" (as joy, fear, inspiration, etc.),
and hfd- in the strictly anatomical sense often has the wider meaning of

"internal organs in general." Some contexts play on the opposition mdnas-:
hfd-, but in others the opposition is neutralized, for example: samydk
sravanti sarito nd dhena I antdr hrda mdnasa puydmanah (4.58.6)
"Together flow the rivers (of speech), like rivulets, purified within by the
heart (and) mind (or: "by feeling and thought"), but: yd indraya vacoyujal
tataksur mdnasa hdrl (1.20.2) "(Those) who have fashioned by thought a
pair of bay horses for Indra, (a pair) harnessed by word... "20 and: hrda yat
tastan mdntran diamsan (1.67.4) " . . . when they uttered the sacred words
hewn by the heart" where both mdnasa and hrda are used in similar
phrases, and the lexical differences between them are quite obscure.21
A typical example of semantic syncretism in verbal roots is represented
by verbs of visual perception, where the meaning "to see" is usually combined with the meaning "to appear, to seem." The difference in semantics is
often indicated neither by inflexion (active/middle) nor by the stem-class.
For example, vi + khya-: ucca vy dkhyad yuvatih punarbhur . . . (1.123.2)
"High up shone a young woman, appearing again," and vi nakam akhyat
savita vdrenyo . . . (5.81.2) "the magnificent Savitar glanced at the sky\au\V," caks-: yena caste vdruno mitro aryama (8.19.16)"... (that splendor)
in which appear Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman" and tvam caste mustiha (6.26.2)
"At thee is looking the fist-fighter;" cit-: dkavari cetati vajinivati (7.96.3)
"Rich in reward, she manifests (herself as) generous," and tad indro drtham
cetati (1.10.2) "Here Indra notices the intention to sacrifice." But the verb
dr&- realizes the semantic opposition through the formal contrast of active
vs. middle endings, for instance: ko dadarSa prathamdm jayamanam
(1.164.4) "Who saw the one being born first... ?," and: hotamandrd vis'am
ddmunas I tirds tamo dadrse ramyanam (7.9.2) "The joyful hotar, the house
(-ruler) of tribes / Is seen through the darkness of nights."
The intransitive meaning "to seem, appear" of the verb dhl- is conveyed
by the active inflexion, while the transitive "to look, think, contemplate"
("to see with inner sight") is usually combined with middle endings, for
e x a m p l e : dksetravid ydtha mugdho I bhuvanany
adldhayuh
(5.40.5) " . . .
(then all) beings looked like a (man gone) astray, not recognizing the place,"
and: mdhi mahe tavdse didhye (5.33.1) "Great (praise) for the great strong
(one) I contemplate."12
The polysemy becomes even more complex in those cases in which the
separate meanings of a word acquire a symbolic character. The metaphorical transfer of meanings occurs so frequently that the border-line between
polysemy and homonymy almost disappears. However, even these cases
may be accounted for by the imagery of thought, and we should recognize
only one meaning as basic. For instance, when the Rsi uses the word go(masculine) "a bull," (feminine) "a cow" to denote constellations ("a herd of
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cattle"), dawns ("reddish cows"), earth ("giver of food"), and rainclouds
(i.e., they give rain as cows give milk), then the problem of polysemy appears to be a moot point.The same applies to the semantics of ddri = "a rock,
a mountain" as well as "a sling-stone," "a Soma-pressing stone" and finally,
"a thunder-cloud" (as in the myth of Vala).
Often in the Rg Veda a word meaning has denotation on different levels, some of which belong to the visible world or to myth (the demarcationline between the two sometimes being almost evanescent), while others are
related to ritual. For example,23 gharmd- can simultaneously denote "solar
heat" and "a pot on fire," or "hot milk" for the Aivins; pdyas- "(cow)milk,"
"rain," "the Soma-juice;" mddhu- "honey; mead," "sweetness," "milk,"
"sacrificial ghee," "the Soma-juice;" vana- "forest," "tree," "wood," "a
wooden Soma vessel," "water" (particularly, the streams of water mixing
with Soma in a vat); samudrd- "confluence," "terrestrial sea," "celestial
sea," "the Soma-juices in a big vessel;" sanu- "mountain-top," "the back (of
an animal or a demon)," "the surface of a Soma-strainer made of sheepwool," etc.
Such a play on the denotations of words is a recurring feature of the Rg
Veda hymns. The problem of reference in this poetic text sometimes
acquires rather special dimensions. For some textual fragments the reference of the fragment as a whole can become decisive, while in other cases
what is important is the reference of a clause. In turn, the reference of some
individual words depends on the clause, or putting it differently, there is a
one-to-one correlation between the meanings of a word and the ritual or
some other level of reference. For instance, verse 9.26.5:

hdri- (literally "yellowish," "golden") denotes Soma because of its color;
ddri- "a pressing stone." It would be interesting to note how the meanings
change when these words are used in a mythological context, such as: vi
jayusa yayathuh sanv ddrer... (1.117.16) "You two have driven along the
mountain-top in (your) victorious {chariot)" (about the Afvins driving
across the sky.) Another mythological verse contains a play on the various
denotations of the word hdri-:

32

tdm sanav ddhijamdyo
hdrirn hinvanty ddribhih I
haryatdm bhuricaksasam II

"The sisters urge on with stones this bay stallion on the mountain-top, the
beloved one who gazes at the numerous (ones)." This is the symbolic level,
and behind it the ritual level can be discerned: "The (priest's) fingers urge
on the flow of the Soma juice with the help of the pressing stones on the
surface of the strainer," etc. Since we are aware of the fact that this is a Soma
pavamana ("Purified Soma") hymn of Book 9, i.e., a hymn accompanying
the Scwja-preparation rites, we know the reference of the hymn and can,
accordingly, select the appropriate ritual meanings in order to produce a
correct interpretation of the text: sanu- "the surface of the strainer,"
jamdyah "sisters' denote the priest's fingers (compare the other meanings of
the word: "brothers and sisters," "blood relatives," "members of a family");
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dyam indro hdridhayasam
prthivlm hdrivarpasam
ddharayad dharitor bhuri bhojanam
ydyor antdrhdrh carat (3.44.3)

"Indra supported the sky that feeds the golden (one), and the earth that
glows like gold, the plentiful nourishment (of these) two golden (ones), between which the golden (god) wanders."
In the first line, hdri- as part of the compound is correlated with Soma or
with the Sun, and in the second line with the earth. In the third line "the two
golden ones" (harit-) denote Heaven-and-Earth; and in the fourth line, hdriis the Sun (according to Geldner) or Indra (according to Sayana—since the
hymn is addressed to this god). In this way the various denotations of the
word hdri- are used in a pun within the bounds of a single mythological
level. In another stanza that has been cited above (9.26.5), the formal indicator of the type of reference is found in the second line, as the phrases hdrim
hi- and ddribhir hi- are part of the Soma pavamana phraseology and quite
unambiguous in this sense.
The suggestive style of the hymns is often characterized by the double
reference of a single word or phrase; there is a conscious tendency to
achieve a simultaneous correlation with two levels, ritual and mythological,
that may be seen, for instance, in 1.149.4 (a hymn to Agni):
abhi dvijdnma trl rocanani
viiva rdjamsi SuSucano asthat
hota ydjistho apam sadhdsthe

"The twice-born one rose over the three bright spaces, / Blazing over all the
voids, / The hotar-priest who is the best sacrificer at the confluence of
waters." The phrase apam sadhdsthe "at the confluence of the waters" may
refer both to the celestial sphere (where the three bright spaces belong), and
to the ritual domain, since according to Sayana, the fire-altar used to be
sprinkled with water. Another example of a double reference occurs in verse
9.64.17 (a Soma-hymn):
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Marmrjanasa aydvo
vftha samudrdrn indavah
agmann rtdsya yonim a

"The powerfully clarified, full of vitality, / Sewia-juices willingly went to
the sea, / into the womb of the law." Both phrases (samudrdm "into the sea"
and rtdsya yonim a "into the womb of the law") refer to the ritual sphere; in
that context they denote a big vat where the clarified Sbma-juices are mixed
with several additives (water, milk, etc.). At the same time they can also
have mythological connotations: they may denote the heavenly ocean of the
mystic abode of the gods in heaven. Numerous other examples of this kind
can be found elsewhere.
Another important feature of the vocabulary of the Rg Veda is the symbolic use of words with a very concrete basic meaning, particularly a small
group of words denoting body-parts. Some of these words are more frequently used in their symbolic meaning (at the ritual and cosmic levels)
while their basic, literal meanings are overshadowed. Obviously, no question of polysemy arises, since this is a clear metaphorical transfer of a single
basic meaning onto different, but isomorphic levels. On a purely linguistic
level, such words frequently make up fixed phrasal unities when joined with
other words; the latter can belong to a single reference level as, for example,
devanam cdksus "the gods' eye;" "the sun," or they may refer to several
levels, as amftasya nabhih "the navel of immortality" refers to (1) an altar,
(2) the heavenly center, and (3) Soma or another sacrificial drink. The
group of words for body-parts consists of the following nouns:
Aksi-, aksi- "eye:"
1) (primary meaning).. . aksi rjra&ve aSvindv adhattatn i jyotir andhaya
cakrathur vicdkse (1.117.17) " . . . to RjrdSva, O ASvins, you have granted
eyes. I You have done (it) so that the blind (man) has been the light;"
2) (secondary meanings) ddhi sriyam ni dadhuS carum asmin I divo ydd
aksi amftd dkrnvan (1.72.10) "The immortals bestowed magic beauty upon
him, / When they were creating the (two) eyes of heaven" ("him" refers to
Agni, and "the two eyes of heaven" to the sun and moon).
Udhar- "udder:"
1) (primary meaning) ddhvaryavah pdyasodhar ydtha goh I sdmebhir im
prnata bhojdm indram (2.14.10) "O you ad/ivaryu-priests! As the cow's
udder (swells) with milk, / Fill the generous Indra with Soma-spurts!;"
2) (secondary meanings) dundnty udhar divyani dhutayo I bhumim
pinvanti pdyasa pdrijrayah (1.64.5) "The Shakers milk the heavenly

Vocabulary
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udder. / The ones who rush around make the earth swell with milk" (to the
Maruts, "the heavenly udder" is a rain-cloud, and "milk" is "rain"); duhand
udhar divydm mddhu priydm I pratndm sadhdstharn asadat (9.107.5) "Having allowed them to milk the lovely mead from the heavenly udder, / (Soma)
used to sit upon (his) primordial spot" (Sorna's heavenly udder" was a celestial source from which flowed the mead-Soma, and following which he
descended to the earth); sunvdnti somam rathiraso ddrayo I . . . I duhdnty

udhar upasecandya kdm j . . . (10.76.7) "The hasty pressing stones press
Soma; I... / They milk the udder to pour out a little (milk viz. Soma)" ("the
udder" is the the Soma-plant from which the juice is pressed); ta tu te satya
tuvinrmna viSval prd dhendvah sisrate vfsna udhnah (4.22.6) "All these thy
(feats) are true, O (god) of powerful virility: / The milch-cows are running
out of the bull's udder" (a Vedic paradx: rain-streams flow out of the udder
of Heaven or Parjanya "udder").
Gdrbha- "womb," "entrails," "embryo,"
"fruit," "a newborn child," "offspring:"
1) (primary meaning) gdrbhe nu sdnn dnv esam avedam I ahdm devanam
jdnimani vUvd (421.1) "Still being in the (mother's) womb, I knew / All the
generations of these gods;" ydthd vatah puskarinlm I samingdyati sarvdtah I
evd te gdrbha ejatu I... (5.78.7) "As the wind stirs up a lotus pond on all
sides, / so let thy embryo stir!."
2) (secondary meanings) dsudayat sukfte gdrbham ddrih (3.31.7) "The
rock made (its) fruit ripe for the benefactor" (i.e., the Va/a-rock opened up
and gave out to Indra all it contained: milch cows, light, etc., just like a
mother's womb when the time came); asma ukthaya pdrvatasya gdrbho I
mahlnam januse purvyaya (5.45.3) "Before this hymn the mountain's entrails (were agape) / For the first birth of the great (dawns)" (the Valamyth); yam apo ddrayo vdnd I gdrbham rtdsya piprati. . . (6.48.5) "Who
the waters, the stones, the trees / feed as the offspring of the cosmic law
. . . " (Agni); tdm id gdrbham prathamdm dadhra apo I ydtra devah
samdgachanta visve (10.82.6) "It was he whom the waters received as the
first embryo, I In whom all the gods came together." Finally, in cosmogonic
speculations, an important role was assigned to hiranyagarbhd- "the golden
germ:" hiranyagarbhdh sdm avartatagre I bhutdsya jatdh pdtir eka aslt
(10.121.1) "In the beginning he arose as the golden germ. I After being born
he was the one lord of (all) creation."
Cdksus- "eye," "sight:"
1) (primary meaning) vi me kdrnapatayato vi cdksur I viddm jyotir hfdaya
ahitam ydt I vime mdnas carati durdadhih I... (6.9.6) "My ears fly up, my
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eye flies up, / (Flies) up this light that has been put into the heart, / (Soars) up
my mind rushing into the distance. / . . . "(a self-description of a poet inspired by Agni-Vaiivanara);
2) (secondary meaning) ud u jyotir amftam vUvdjanyam I viSvanarah
savita devo atret I krdtva devandm ajanista cdksur / . . . (7.76.1) "The god
Savitar, belonging to all people, sent / Upwards the immortal light, destined
for all the tribes. / The gods' eye was born on the (gods') behest" ("the gods'
eye" is the sun).

Nabhi- "navel:"
1) (primary meaning) nabhya asid antdriksam I slrsno dyauh sdm
avartata (10.90.14) "From his navel came the aerial space, / From his head
the sky evolved" (about the cosmic giant Purusa, whose different parts became elements of the universe);
2) (secondary meaning)

36

Tvdc- "skin, hide:"
1) (primary meaning) tvdm makhdsya dodhatah I Sir6 'va tvaco bharah
(10.171.2) "Thou hast severed the head of the furious Makha from the skin"
(about lndra); mdnave iasadavratan I tvdcam krsnam arandhayat (1.130.8)
"Punishing the vowless (people) for the sake of Manu, I He subjected to him
the black skin" (i.e., lndra subjected the aboriginal tribes of the Dasasl
Dasyus to the Aryans); gavydyl tvdg bhavati nirnig avydyl (9.70.7) "The
hide may be the cow's, the festive garb—the sheep's" (about ritual tools for
Soma-pressing);
2) (secondary meanings) djistham te madhyato meda udbhrtam I prd te
vaydm dadamahe I Scotanti te vaso stoka ddhi tvaci I . . . (3.21.5) "The
strongest fat, extracted for thee from the middle, we offer (it) to thee, O
Vasu, the drops flow for thee down onto the hide" (Agni's hide is the flame);
ydd im rtasya pdyasa piyano
nayann rtasya pathibhi rdjisthaih
aryama mitro vdrunah pdrijma
tvdcam pyncanty uparasya yonau

(1.79.3)

"But when (Agni), swollen with the moisture of the cosmic law, / (Moves
along) the straightest paths of the law, conducting (this moisture), / (Then)
Aryaman, Mitra, Varuna who is (everywhere) around, / soak the hide in the
womb of the nether (space)" (where "the hide" is the surface of the earth);
aydm cakrdm isanat suryasya
ny eta&am rlramat sasrmandm
akrsnd Im juhurano jigharti
tvaco budhne rdjaso asyd yonau

(4.17.14)

"He set in motion the sun's wheel. / He stopped Etasa who had run forth. /
Angered, he hurls him upon the bottom / Of the skin I into the lap of the dark
space" / ("He" is lndra; Etasa is the solar horse; and the black bottom of the
skin denotes the darkness of the night);

37

samgdchamane yuvati sdmante
svdsara jami pitror updsthe
abhijighranti bhiivanasya nabhim
dyava rdksatam prthivl no dbhvat (1.185.5)

"The two youthful sisters, blood relatives, joining in the parents' womb,
sharing a common boundary, kissing the navel of the created world . . . O
Sky and Earth, guard us from Terror!" ("the two youthful sisters" are the
Sky and Earth, and "the navel of the created world" is "the center of the
universe"); atmanvdn ndbho duhyate ghrtdm pdya I rtasya nabhir amftam
vijayate (9.74.4) "From the living cloud ghee and milk are milked. / The
navel of the law, the ambrosia is born" (a description of the So/na-pressing
ritual in which the critical moment, "the navel of the Law," is the appearance of the juice necessary for "the drink of immortality"; ud u stutdh
samidha yahvd adyaud I vdrsman divo ddhi nabha prthivyah (3.5.9) "And
the glorified youth (Agni) blazed up thanks to the fire-wood on the top of
heaven, on the navel of the earth" ("top of heaven" is the sun in the sky, and
"navel of the earth" is the offering fire on the sacrificial ground).
Prsthd- "the back:"
1) iSudhih sdhkah pftanai ca sdrvah I prsthe ninaddho jayati prdsutah
(6.75.5) "The quiver strapped on a back wins the skirmishes and all the
battles w h e n it is set t o w o r k ; " kvd vo ' Svah kvabhls'avah

I...

I prsthe

sddo

nasor ydmah (5.61.2) "Where are your horses? Where (the) reins? . . .
(Where is) the saddle on the (horses's) back! (Where is) the bit in the
nostrils?;"
2) dtyo nd prsthdm prusitdsya rocate (1.58.2) "His back shines like a
stallion's (back) when he is washed (with ghee)" (about the sacrificial fire;
Agni whose constant epithet is ghrtdprstha- "ghee-backed").
abhi ksipah sdm agmata
marjdyantlr isdspdtim
prstha grbhnata vajinah

(9.14.7)

38
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"The fingers have joined, / Polishing the lord of sacrificial delight; / They
grab the backs of the race-horse" (about Soma, depicted as a race-horse
whose back is polished by the priest's fingers); vi tvdd apo nd pdrvatasya
prsthad I ukthebhir indranayanta yajhaih (6.24.6) "From thee, O Indra,
they conduct (their procession) with (their) hymns and rites, like waters
(streaming down) from the mountain ridge;" nakasya prsthe ddhi tisthati
&rto (1.125.5) "He rests, supported by the sky's vault" (literally "back"); ete
prsthani rodasor vipraydnto vy anacuh (9.22.5) "These (Soma-juices),
spreading around, reached the backs of the two worlds" (i.e., the sky and
earth).
Murdhdn- "head:"
1) (primary meaning) yas ta idhmam jabharat sisvidano / murdhanam va
tatapate tvaya / bhuvas tasya svatavan payur agne / (4.2.6) "He who brings
thee firewood, sweating profusely, / Or (he) who sets (his) head on fire
because of (his) love for thee, / Be thou a self-powered protector for him,
OAgni!"
2) (secondary meanings) yani sthanany asvina dadhathe I . . . I ni
pdrvatasya murdhdni sddanta- I isarn jdnaya ddSuse vahanta (7.70.3)
"(Those) places which you have taken up, O Aivins, I... I Sitting upon the
mountain-top,... / (From there ride) to the people honoring (you), bring the
sacrificial delight!" ("the mountain-top" is literally, the mountain's head");
agnir murdha divdh kakut Ipdtih prthivya aydm (8.44.16) "Agni is the head,
the peak; / He is the lord of the earth;" murdha bhuvo bhavati ndktam agnis
(10.88.6) "At night Agni is (always) the head of the world;" murdhdn
yajndsya sdm anaktu devan (2.3.2) "As head of the sacrifice he shall unite
the gods" (he is Agni); ydj jatavedo bhuvanasya murdhdnn I dtistho agne
sahd rocanena (10.88.5) "Since thou, O Jata-Vedas, hast taken the stand
with (thy) light as head of the universe . . . '; esd nfbhir vi riiyate I divo
murdha vfsa sutdh I somo vdnesu vi&vavit (9.27.3) "This (juice) is passed by
men (through the strainer), / The sky's head, the pressed(-out) bull, / Soma,
in the wooden (vessels), (he is) the omniscient (one)."
Yoni- "womb," "lap:
1) (primary meaning)
yds te gdrbham dmiva
durnama yonim aidye
agnis tarn brdhmana sahd
nis kravyadam anlnaSat (10.162.2)
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"That mangy one with an evil name, who lay down upon thy embryo, upon
(thy) womb, I Agni will drive away that flesh-eater with an incantation!" (a
charm against evil creatures that harm an embryo);
2) (secondary meanings) yonis ta indra nisdde akari (1.104.1) "O Indra, a
lap has been prepared for thee to sit down upon" (the "lap" is the sacrificial
straw mat); ghrtdm asya yonir ... (2.3.11) "Ghee is his womb/lap" (about
Agni on whom ghee is poured); sida hotah svd u loke cikitvan I saddya
yajndm sukrtdsyayonau (3.29.8) "Sit down, O hotar, skilled one, upon (thy)
place! / Set the sacrifice on the lap of the good deed!" (about Agni); rtdsya
yonau sukrtdsya loke I 'ristam tvd sahd pdtya dadhami (10. 85.24) "In the
lap of the law, in the world of the good deed /1 set thee unharmed with (thy)
husband" (benediction for the bride in the wedding hymn); . . . / yonav
rtdsya sldatam I patdm somam rtavrdha (3.62.18) " . . . sit (both of you) on

the lap of the law. /Drink Soma, O (you) law-confirmers!" (an invocation of
Mitra and Varuna; "the lap of the law" is the place of offering).
This use of a series of words denoting human body-parts as metaphors
for elements of the universe cannot be accidental in the Rg Veda. The key to
its understanding should be sought in the model of the universe as seen by
the Rg Veda Aryans. The archaic idea that the universe originated from the
body of the gigantic primordial man who was sacrificed by the gods is
clearly reflected in the Purusa-hymn 10.90. In this hymn a system of
equivalences between the microcosm and the macrocosm is established. It
has already been noted [40.215-28] that Purusa is characterized particularly
by the opposition of totality and segmentation which enables the process of
universe-generation to begin. The plot motivates the movement from one
member of the opposition to the other, and in its turn, can reflect a certain
ritual. This type of correspondence between parts of the body and cosmic
elements had a long future in the Old Indian tradition, and its variants are
also attested in other archaic cultures.24 In the Rg Veda, this system of
equivalences becomes operational because the two series of elements are
interchangeable. Hence the idea of semantic transfer, or metaphor, in the use
of a vocabulary of human body-parts.
The text of the Purusa-hymn belongs to the semiotic sphere wherein
the head is the sign for the sky, the eye is the sign for the sun, etc. Thus we
see an interplay of paradigmatic equivalences which are transferred into
syntamatics, i.e., into the text. A single denotation is connected with two
notions which are quite different, from the modern point of view. Such a
situation is remarkable on two counts. First, it could be based on the the
existing awareness of the identity of these two series, since the macrocosm
and the microcosm are, generally speaking, isomorphic. Thus they could
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possibly have different names, but they are essentially manifestations of a
single "arch-name." For theVedic model of the universe, identity is the conceptual framework wherein everything takes its due place. This is the
collective heritage which is revitalized again and again by the poet-JRs/ in
his creative activity. Second, the Rsi's generalizing and classifying work
creates "a body code" of the cosmos. The evolution of this code can be
illustrated as follows: "head" becomes "head of the sky." The Rg Veda reflects the second stage, that is, the explanatory collocations, much more
consistently. Immediate identifications of the terms of the two series are
rather infrequent, though examples do show some survivals. The further
elaboration of these metaphorical phrases by the poets, being a purely literary device, results in an ever-growing erosion of the original identity.
An extreme case of polysemy in the Rg Veda is represented by the lexical group in which broadly opposed meanings within the semantics of a
single word are combined. Here polysemy borders on antonymy, or even
enantiosemy, an obvious paradox. This phenomenon is attested in the Rg
Veda, and this semantic type can be met with both in noun (substantives and
adjectives, primary and composite terms) and in verbs.
The key to the interpretation of this phenomenon was found by Renou
in his fundamental "L'ambiguite du vocabulaire du Rgveda" [117.161-235].
He was the first to draw attention to the circumstance that Rig Veda lexicon
can be divided into two zones: the "auspicious" in which the gods are included and the humans under their protection, and the less differentiated
"inauspicious" layer, denoting forces that are inimical to gods and poets.
One and the same word can have both a "positive" and a "negative" meaning on its particular "zone" context.
This concerns, in the first place, a rather numerous class of verbal roots.
In a few cases the semantic difference is not connected with any corresponding morphological difference, for example, rus-, rosati "to undo" and "to
perish;" yu-, yosati "to separate" and "to be separated;" pi-, plyati "to
insulf'and "to be despised." However, in most cases semantic differences
are reflected in grammatical opositions: "primary verb" vs. "causative,"
"passive" vs. "active." Sometimes the opposition in meaning corresponds
(wholly or in part) to the difference in stem-classes. For instance, the verb
ar- has the stem rchd- and the aorist arat when an attacking enemy or
a devasting sickness is involved, but forms other stems when describing
favorable or neutral actions. Individual forms of a verb that has generally
"auspicious" connotations may be used in a "negative" sense, and vice
versa. The same ambivalence is characteristic of a certain number of nouns.
Primarily it concerns epithets that can describe both gods and their opponents as, for example, aprati-, meaning both "irresistible" and "showing no
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resistance," adjectives of spatial orientation used with various prefixes that
modify their meaning.
Renou also noted the ambivalence of certain proper names, mostly
belonging to the mythological cycle of lndra, such as Kutsa-, who figures
both as lndra's favorite charioteer and his enemy. Some ethnonyms from
the same cycle also share this semantic ambiguity, as do some theonyms.23
Sometimes this phenomenon manifests itself in the transfer of the enemies'
attributes to the gods and their worshippers, while sometimes quite the
opposite is true. Such reversibility of actions and formulas of the two zones,
attested for the Rg Veda, is a peculiar trait of the magical outlook in
general. Renou summed up his research with the flowing remark: In the
end, these features of Vedic sytle together with the conditions of the sacral
milieu appear to be the decisive factors in the orientation that was acquired
by its vocabulary" f 117.235].
The importance of Renou's work can certainly be judged by these overt
conclusions concerning the ambivalent semantics of a certain part of the
Vedic lexicon. But equally important are some indirect results of his description that can be defined in the following way. In the language of the Rg
Veda the stylistic level ranks as the highest in the linguistic hierarchy.
Grammatical oppositions are not necessarily universal: a given formal opposition does not always correspond to a semantic one. In the same way, a
single derivational pattern in word-formation can be interpreted differently
on the semantic level. These conclusions can be of importance for the further stylistic and functional study of Rg Veda vocabulary.
The "auspicious" domain in the Rg Veda is vast and considerably
elaborated. On the other hand, the "inauspicious" level is comparatively
undifferentiated; this act may be due to prescriptive considerations. As
noted above, Renou established the presence of a layer of ambivalent
vocabulary with changeable meaning dependent on its "zone." Using this
method, we should be able to go further and discover within the "auspicious" zone a certain group of lexical units which undergo a semantic shift
if included either within the domain of the deity of within that of the worshipper. This particular archaic lexical stratum contains the semantic
reflexes of the Vedic model of the universe (see "Introduction," above). The
idea of an exchange between the deity and the worshipper is lexically expressed by a "conversive" meaning26 attested for a whole group of "auspicious" words. This meaning acquires a different logical emphasis in different contexts. In the Rg Veda, its directionality can vary, depending on the
word's association with a god or his worshipper [70.129-136]. In this way,
the "auspicious" zone itself can be seen as bipartite. It should be stressed
that the ambivalent vocabulary of "auspicious" vs. "inauspicious" does not
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take part in the bifurcation of the "auspicious" zone. These two lexical subsystems can be viewed as two nonintersecting sub-multitudes. Moreover,
the conversive meaning of the "auspicious" is attested in various morphological and derivational classes: verbs, substantives and adjectives, primary
words and compounds. Before describing the distribution of conversive
meaning among forms derived from a common verbal-root, a small group of
verbs should be discussed. Their meanings cannot be labelled "conversive,"
but they can be combined with different object-classes, and consequently,
they may encode quite different actions. The meanings of such verbs depend
on the reference-class of their subjects—either deity or worshipper. Some
examples:

subject (1): gods; objects: cosmic elements wherein light is extended
(a + tan-);
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jan- "to give birth to, to generate:"
subject (1): gods; objects: the universe, the sun, the dawns, etc.;
subject (2): worshippers; objects: sacrifice, prayer, song, etc.;
1) yd ime dyavaprthivl jajana (4.56.3) "Who gave birth to Heaven and
Earth" (about a god—compare 1.160.4); indro nfbhir ajanad dldyanah
I sdkdm suryam usdsam gatum agnim (3.31.15) "lndra, together with
(his) men (-the Maruts), shining, gave birth I At the same time to the
sun, the dawn, the (unobstructed) way, and fire;"
2) dsmai te pratihdryate I jatavedo vicarsane I dgne jdnami sustutim
(8.43.2) "For thee, (who is) so joyfully waiting, / O Jatavedas, the farmoving, / O Agni, I generate this laudation;" vaitvanaraya dhisdnam
rtavfdhe I ghrtdm ndputdm agndye jandmasi (3.2.1) "For Vaisvanara,
the law-enhancer, we generate a poetic offering, clarified like ghee."
If the subject of the verb jan- has a deity as its referent, the verb is in the
second person (addressed to the deity), or in the third person of a past tense
(for a description of his feats), since the universe "was generated" in the
past. But if the referent happens to be the worshipper, the verb is usually in
the first person singular of the present. In this way the verbal grammatical
categories indirectly differentiate the various referent-classes of the subject.
In the contexts of the first group the verb jan- is functionally synonymous
with other verbs encoding the cosmogonic act. In the contexts of the second
group this verb is synonymous with verbs with the meaning "to sacrifice,"
"to donate," etc.
Tan- "to draw, to pull" {a + tan- "to stretch, to extend;" "to pierce"):
Among the numerous meanings attributable to this verb in the "deityworshipper" interrelationship, the following object-opposition may be proposed: 27
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subject (2): worshippers; objects: sacrifice, prayer, etc.;
1) a dyam tanosi rafmibhir
antdriksam uru priydm
usah Sukrena soclsa (4.52.7)
"Thou piercest the sky (with thy) rays, / The wide glorious aerial space, / O
lisas, (with thy) pure blaze;"
2) vis'va matfr a tatane tvdya-1 ddha ma lndra Srnavo hdvema (7.29.3)
"All the prayers I have extended to thee with love. / So listen to these
calls of mine, O Indral"
Bhar- "to carry" (a + bhar- "to bring"):
subject (1): gods; objects: wealth, gifts, power, glory, etc.;
subject (2): worshippers; objects: sacrifice, prayer, etc.;
1) tdm id va indram suhdvam huvema I . . . I yd mavate jaritre
gddhyam
cin I maksu vajam bharati...
(4.16.16) "We wish to call for your sake
this easily-invoked lndra I... I who brings swiftly to a poet like me /
The spoils that are to be s e i z e d ( ? ) . . . ;"

sd na stdvana a bhara
gdtatrena ndvlyasa
rayim virdvatim isam (1.12.11)
"Glorified with a new song, bring us wealth and support (consisting in)
sons!;"
2) asma id u tydm upamdm svarsam I bhdramy angiisdm asyena (1.61.3)
"It is to him I bring (with my) mouth / This highest, sun-winning,
praise;" bharendraya somam (2.21.1) "Bring Soma to IndraV (addressed to the priest).
Cud- "to sharpen," "to inspire," "to urge, to stimulate:"
subject (1): gods; objects: worshippers encouraged to battle, sacrifice,
prayer; chariots, prayers, gifts;
subject (2): worshippers; objects: gods urged to donate gifts;
1) asman samarye pavamdna codaya (9.85.2) "Sharpen us for the fight,
O PavamdnaV," tvdm hi s'urah sdnitd I coddyo mdnuso rdtham
(1.175.2) "But thou art a hero (and) procurer. / Urge on the man's
chariot!;"
2) tdm=tam idradhase mahd I indram coddmipltdye (8.68.7) "Only him,
lndra, I inspire for the great donation, for drinking."
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The relations are somwehat obscured when the worshipper addresses
the mediating gods, Agni and Soma, asking them to urge other gods to be
liberal in gift-giving, for example: tvdm no devdtataye ray 6 danaya codaya
(10.141.6) "Encourage the gods to endow us with wealth!" (to Agni); ye te
mdda . . . tebhir indram codaya datave maghdm (9.75.5) "Those thine intoxicating juices . . . stimulate Indra (with) them to donate a generous gift!."

1) . . . indra. . . irudhinah (1.133.6) "O Indra, hear us!;" ddhama indra
irnavo hdvema (7.29.3) "So, O Indra, hear these calls of mine!;"
2) eva hi tvam rtutha yatdyantam I magha viprebhyo dddatam 3rnomi
(5.32.12) "And I also hear that thou rewardest in time, / Making generous presents to the inspired ones;" bhadrdm kdrnebhih Srnuyama deva
I bhadrdmpatyemaksdbhiryajatrah (1.89.8) "The beautiful (thing), let
us hear (it) with (our) ears, O gods! The beautiful (thing), let us see (it)
with (our) eyes, O you, worthy of sacrifice!."
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Budh- "to awake(n)," "to notice," "to endow:"
subject (1): gods; objects: worshippers awakened for gift-receiving; invocations, sacrifices,etc.;
subject (2): worshippers; objects: gods awakened for gift-giving;
1) jusetham yajndm bodhatam hdvasya me (2.36.6) "You both, enjoy the
sacrifice! Take notice of my invocation! (to Mitra and Varuna);"
mahe no adyd bodhayauso raye divitmatl
ydtha cinno dbodhayah
satydSravasi vayye
sujate dfvasunrte (5.79.1)
"Awaken us today for great wealth, / O Usas, full of radiance, / Just as thou
wokest us / At SatyaSravas Vayya's (place), O noble one, generously donating horses!;"
2) bodhamasi tva haryaiva yajhair I bodhd na stomam dndhaso mddesu
(7.21.1) "We awaken thee, O (master) of dun horses, with sacrifices. /
Heed our praise in (thy) intoxication with the Soma-juice!;"28 ghrtair
bodhayatatithim (8.44.1) ("With streams of ghee awaken the guest!")
(Agni).

The primary stem bodha- and the causative bodhdya- are used indifferently with both subject-classes.
The third person singular aorist passive dbodhi, with a passive or intransitive meaning, occurs exclusively with the subject of a god who either
has been aroused by his worshippers or has awakened himself in order to
enrich and support them. As a rule, this meaning is implicitly contained in a
wider context; but quite explicit is, for example, 5.1.1-2: dbodhy agnih
samidha jdnanam (1) "Agni is awakened by the people's firewood;"
dbodhi hotayajdthaya devan (2) "The hotar (Agni) has awakened to honor
the gods."
Sru- "to hear:"
subject (1): gods; objects: worshippers, invocations, prayers, etc.;
subject (2): worshippers; objects: gods with positive qualities; various
goods;
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If the referent of its object is a deity, the verb sru- regularly appears
with a double accusative, and the predicative accusative always denotes a
positive quality, such as revdnt (8.2.11), "wealthy;" bhisdktama- (2.33.4)
"best-healing;" sdtpati-pancajanya- (5.32.11) "the good lord of five tribes;"
sisayd- (10.42.3) "generous;" svavfj- (10.38.5) "possessing his own might."
These epithets, included in the predicate group, have a suggestive, or evocative, function.29 The deity was supposed to display towards the worshipper
those divine positive qualities that he had heard so much about.
In summing up we could say that the first three verbs represent various
aspects of the same "deep" action of serving the deity when the subject is a
worshipper. The specific forms of such service—making a sacrifice or a
laudatory song, extending it to the deity, or offering it—are dependent upon
the proper lexical meaning of each of these verbs. In this way verbs with
different meanings can become synonymous in the context of the exchange
between god and his worshipper. The latter three verbs seem to have a symmetrical predicate as regards their class of subjects and objects. Putting it
differently, if x is the subject-class, then y (at least, in part) is in the objectclass, and vice versa, (where x = gods, any y = worshippers). None of these
verbs has conversive meanings, but there are differences in syntactical constructions, determined by the respective subject-class. The list of such verbs
is obviously far from complete. Sometimes the same verb has forms that
differ in the choice of direct object and syntactical constructions, and on the
other hand, there are forms with conversive meanings.
Here we shall discuss some of those verbs whose meanings appear to be
conversive when their subjects are either gods or their worshippers. It ought
to be mentioned at this point that quite often conversive meanings only
partly represent the total semantic range of a given verb.
Kan-, ka- (a + kan-) "to rejoice," "to be satisfied"—
"to seek," "to strive to cause joy:"
1) ayahi krndvama te I indra brdhmani vdrdhana I yebhih Savistha cdkdnol
. . . (8.62.4) "Come! We want to compose for thee, / O Indra, invigorating
prayers, / Through which, O Mightiest (one), thou shalt bejoyfull ...;"
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2) tdsmin sumnani ydjamana a cake (3.3.3) "The sacrificer seeks to obtain
favors fromhim" (Agni).

Badh- "to banish" (the enemy, the dark forces), "to widen"
(the limits of the universe)—"to attack," "to besiege" (a god):
1) pdvamana badhase soma Sdtrun (9.94.5) "O Soma Pavamana, thou
drivest the foes off;" sdmsa mitrdsya vdrunasya dhama I tiiismo rodasi
badbadhe mahitva (7.61.4) "I wish to praise Mitra's (and) Varuna's custom. / Their fury will separate Heaven and Earth (through its) might;"
2) asma id u prdya iva prd yamsi I bhdramy angusdm badhe suvrkti
(1.61.2) "This I hand to him as a refreshment, / I bring praise in order to
assail (him) with happy words" (a hymn to Indra).
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das- "to make a donation" <— "to honor" —» "to serve (a god):"
1) so apratlni mdnave puruni-1 indro das'ad daSuse hand vrtrdm (2.19.4)
"For the sake of man he (kills) numerous (enemies), who know not (their)
equals; / Indra honors the one who honors (him); he slays Vrtra;" ydsmai
tvdmsudravinoddda&oI"nagastvdmaditesarvdtataI...
tesyama(1.94.15)
"O possessor of excellent wealth, to whom thou presentest as a gift / The full
measure of sinlessness, O Aditi... we should like to be (similar) to those
people!;" The verb das- in this meaning is normally used with a directobject accusative (without mentioning the indirect object), or with an
indirect-object dative.
2) yd vam yajnaih saSamano ha dasati I . . . upaha torn gdchatho vltho
adhvardm (1.151.7) "(He) who, exerting himself, serves you two with sacrifices, / . . . / Him you visit (and) taste (his) offering" (to Mitra-Varuna); this
meaning of the verb das'- requires a direct-object accusative and an indirectobject instrumental.
The meaning "to honor" belongs to both areas. When the subject is a
deity, the "honoring" of the worshipper is expressed by Indra's slaying of
his foes and granting the worshipper those physical and spiritual advantages
that he asks of the god. The subject-worshipper honors the god by means of
sacrifices and hymns offered to him. In other words, this particular meaning
of the verb das'- could be included in the first group of non-conversives.
dha- "to put, set, fix, arrange," "to create:"
Various forms of this verb are quite numerous and have a wide currency
in the Rig Veda, but the conversive meaning is attested on the periphery of
its paradigm, namely, in the desiderative stem: "to wish to create" (goods
for the worshipper)—"to seek to establish oneself (in the god's favors);
1) te devasah svdravas tasthivamsah I prajavad asme didhisantu rdtnam
(3.8.6) "These erected divine posts, / Let them strive to create for us a
treasure, consisting of progeny . . . ; "
2) indrena mitrdm didhisema girbhir (8.96.6) "We should like to obtain
friendship with Indra by means of (our) songs!."
Pan- "to cause admiration"—"to show admiration:"
1) nundm so asya mahima panista (8.45.2) "Now this greatness of his
arouses admiration" (a hymn to Savitar);
2) indram namasya jarituh pananta (10.104.7) "The singer's praises
declare (his) admiration for Indra."
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Bhaj- "to endow, to apportion" (a + bhaj-, vi + bhaj-)—"to taste," "to
achieve," "to obtain:"
1) sd tvdm na indra surye so apsv I dnagastvd a bhaja jlvas'amse (1.104.6)
"Thou, O Indra, endow us with a portion of the sun, of the waters, / of innocence, of the speech of those (who are) alive!;" dbhiid devdh savita vdndyo
nunal... I viyo rdtna bhdjati mdnavebhyah (4.54.1) "Now god Savitar has
appeared before us, (the one) worthy of praise,... who apportions treasures
to men . . . ; "
2) bhaksimdhi prajam isam (7.96.6) "We would like to obtain offspring
(and) reinforcement."
The second type of meaning is regular for stems in the middle voice,
while the first type is more characteristic of those in the active voice.
Van- "to like, prefer," "to accept readily;"
"to donate" — "to obtain," "to win," "to gain profit:"
1)

dsvina purudamsasa
ndrd sdvlraya dhiya
dhisnya vdnatam girah

(1.3.2)

"O Asvins, rich in wonders, / O you two heroes, with (great) attention /
Accept (our) songs favorably, O reverential (ones)!;" ghramsdm rdksantam
pdri vis'vdto gdyam I asmakam idrma vanavat svavasuh (5.44.7) "Let him
grant us a swelling, protecting us on all sides from (his) heat, / A shelter (for
us), he who possesses every boon" (he is the god Surya);
2) ko vam adyd purunam I a vavne mdrtyanam (5.74.7) "Who—of all the
mortals—has won you today for himself?;" rtdm yemand rtdm id vanoti
(4.23.10) "He who adheres to the law, obtains from the law."
Sap- "to accept reverence"—"to honor, revere," "to serve:"
1) te slsapanta josam aydjatrah (7.43.4) "Let these (gods), worthy of sacrifices, accept the honors with pleasure;"
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2) indram vo ndrah sakhyaya sepur I maho ydntah sumatdye cakanah
(6.29.1) "The heroes revere Indra for you for the sake of (his) friendship, /
(They) who come, desiring favors of the great (god)."

corresponding syntactical constructions. Worthy of note is the case of Agni
the Hotar priest, in which the deity takes on the functions of the worshipper:
then the meaning of the verb and the syntactical construction belong to the
second type, for example: agnir havih samita sudayati (3.4.10) "Agni the
meat-carver shall make the sacrifice delicious!."
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Sadh- "to bring to the goal," "to fulfil"—
"to achieve the goal," "to be fulfilled:"
1) tana stipa tanupa
vdruna jaritfnam
mitra sadhdyatam dhiyah

(7.66.3)

"These two defenders of our kin (and) of ourselves, / (These) singers, O
Varuna / O Mitra, help (our) prayers to achieve the goall;"
2) sadhantam ugra no dhiyah (6.53.4) "Let our prayers be fulfilled, O
Terrible One!."

Svad- "to taste, eat with pleasure"—"to prepare:"
1) svddasva havya sdm iso didhlhi (3.54.22) "Taste the oblations with
delight! Light up the sacrificial provisions!" (to Agni);
2) svddami gharmdm (1.119.2) "I am preparing a hot-milk drink."
As in the case of the preceding etymologically related verb, the subject
here, whose referent is the divine mediator (Agni), is regularly equated with
the worshipper.
Hi- "to make (the worshipper) hurry" (to obtain a boon),
"to inspire (worshippers)," "to send (riches, etc.)"—"to incite
(the mediating gods in sacrifices)," "to stimulate (gods to make gifts),"
"to be assiduous (in rites)," "to set in motion."

Sud- "to initiate (the worshipper)," "to make (him) worthy"—"to make
(the sacrifice) tasty, delicious," "to spice," "to prepare," "to make well:"
1)

nd sd jlyate maruto nd hanyate
nd sredhati nd vyathate nd risyati
nasya raya upa dasyanti notdya
rsim va yam rajanam va susudatha

1)
(5.54.7)

"He is not oppressed, O Maruts, he is not killed, / He does not come to grief,
he is not unsteady, he is not harmed, / Neither his wealth nor his provisions
run out, / (He) whom you initiate, be he a Rsi or be he a king!;" yan raye
mdrtdn susudo agne I te sydma maghdvdno vaydm ca (1.73.8) "Let us
become—(together with our) generous (patrons)—those of the mortals
whom thou, O Agni, makest worthy of wealth!;"
2)

ydt te sade mdhasa iukrtasya
parsnya va kdiayd va tutoda
sruceva ta havlso adhvaresu
sdrva ta te brdhmana sudayami

(1.162.17)

"If, during a ride when thou snortest hard, / Thou hast been struck with heel
or whip, / Then—as a ghee-ladle in the sacrifices (expiates errors), / All this
I shall make well with prayer" (addressed to the sacrificial horse); tarn tva
aydm pito I vdcobhir gavo nd havya susudima (1.187.11) "O Food, we have
made thee tasty (by means of) speeches, as cows (make) the oblations."
Although the semantics of this verb remains rather vague, and its meanings cannot be considered conversive, they still differ clearly when the subject of the verb is the god or the worshipper. This fact is also reflected in the
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sd no mahan animano
dhumdketuh puruscandrdh
dhiye vajata hinvatu (1.27.11)

"He, the great, the boundless one, / The smoke-ensign, the all-bright one /
Let him incite us to inspiration (and) reward!"
yam tvdm vipra medhdsata
dgne hinosi dhdndya
sd tdvotl gosu gdnta (8.71.5)

"(He) whom thou, O inspired Agni, drivest to the reward, so that he should
gain wisdom, / With thy help he shall come (to possess) the cows;" tve tan
nah suvedam usriyam vdsu I yam tvdm hinosi mdrtyam (8.4.16) "It is easy
to obtain wealth (consisting of) cows from thee for that mortal (among) us
whom thou inspiresf,"
2) kavim ketum dhasim bhdnum ddrer I hinvdnti sdm rajydm rodasyoh
(7.6.2) "The poet, the ensign, the source, the ray, (the offspring) of the rock,
/ They incite him, the happiness and kingdom of the two worlds" (they are
the priests; he is Agni);
tdm durosam abhl ndrah
somam viSvdcyd dhiya
yajhdm hinvanty ddribhih

(9.101.3)
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"The heroes (priests) set in motion this hard-to-ignite (?) Soma I With
power-thought, directed everywhere, / (This) sacrifice (they drive) with
pressing-stones;" ete Sdmlbhih suidmi abhuvan I ye hinvire tanvah soma
uktaih (10.28.12) "Those (men) distinguished themselves by (their) sacrificial devotion (and) generous donation / Who were zealous in (their) hymns
at the Scwa-(pressing)." Some forms of the verb hi- appear to have
conversive meanings, while other forms differ in their direct-object
referents. This seems to depend on whether the verb's subject refers to the
deity or the worshipper.
In the Rg Veda nouns have "auspicious" conversive meanings with reference to a deity or worshipper much more frequently than verbs do, and
this fact can be explained by the particularities of the Old Indian system of
derivations. It is still standard doctrine, taken over from the Indian grammarians, that the verb-root is basic to both inflexion and derivation, since
the number of noun-roots is rather limited. In theory any verbal root can
acquire nominal functions; it is irrelevant that for some roots such nouns are
not attested. In the Rg Veda the root-nouns are much more numerous than
in any other Old Indian text; after the Rg Veda they gradually fell into disuse. If a verbal root has conversive meanings, they are also inherent in the
corresponding root-noun. The nominal derivational affixes, with the exception of some types of participles, are indifferent to active/middle distinctions, a feature which afforded ample opportunity for the development of
conversive meanings in primary derivatives, depending on their reference
to deity or worshipper. Compounds have even greater opportunities in this
respect, since their structure itself admits of different grammatical interpretations, and in the end, too much is simply determined by context.
Compounds are indifferent to some important oppositions that are usually
grammaticalized in the verbal system, and this indifference is often made
use of when these compounds are involved in the "auspicious" zone of the
relationship between deity and worshipper. Compound words make up
about half of all nouns with conversive meanings.
Of all the primary nouns, the root-nouns only rarely have a conversive
meaning that reflects the "circular" gift-exchange between deity and worshipper. This is attested only in the following nouns:

"This well-being, O Agni, obtain (it) for us, / O Vaiivanara, this glistening
(prosperity), O Jataveda, / Desirable for all (of us), (by means of) which
thou makest swell (thy) power to bestow, / The wide fame for the mortal
who honors (thee)!;"
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is- (feminine) "strength," "freshness;" "well-being," "prosperity"—
"an invigorating sacrificial drink," "delight in sacrifice:"
1)

tarn agne asme isam erayasva
vaUvanara dyumdtim jatavedah
ydyd radhah pinvasi vifvavara
prthu Srdvo daiu.se mdrtyaya (7.5.8)
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2) sdm vam kdrmana sdm isa hinomi- I indravisnu dpasas pare asya
(6.69.1) "With rite (and) invigorating drink I incite both of you, / O Indra
and Visnu, at the end of this (sacrificial) effort."
Dhl- (feminine) "attention," "understanding," "intention" (divine)—
"(poetic) speech," "prayer" (uttered by the worshipper):
1) dfvina piirudamsasa
ndra Sdviraya dhiya
dhisnyd vdnatam girah

(1.3.2)

"O Asvins, rich in wonders, / O you two heroes, with strained attention, I
Accept favorably (our) voices, O reverential (ones)!;"
2)

eva no agne amftesu purvya
dhls plpaya brhdddivesu manusa
duhana dhenur vrjdnesu kardve
tmdna Satinam pururupam isdni (2.2.9)

"Thus, O primordial Agni, human poetic speech has swollen up (with milk)
for us among the immortal inhabitants of the high heaven, (speech) has
become a milch-cow for the singer, among the sacrificing communities, so
that it might by itself create a hundred-fold multiform reward."
But the bulk of noun stems with conversive meaning is derived from
verbal roots with the help of various suffixes, both primary (including the
stem-forming vowels) and secondary. Most numerous is the group of adjectives with secondary suffixes, where the most widely used suffix is -yu(whose function may be considered only rarely primary). This suffix can be
combined with nominal (and even pronominal) stems of various structure
and has a range of meanings even wider than that of the conversives. Next in
productivity is the suffix ya-l-ia-, also quite vague semantically, as it merely
indicates some relation with the meaning of the primary stem. As such, it
permits functionally different interpretations of the act "to give "/"to take"—
depending upon whether the subject is the deity or the worshipper.
These nominal stems are as follows:
dma- (masculine) "impetuosity," "fury" (of a deity)—"scare, panic,"
"terror" (of mortal men):
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1) fkso nd vo marutah s'imivandmo I dudhro gaur iva bhlmayuh (5.56.3)
"Your onslaught, O Maruts, (is as) mighty as a bear, / As terrible as an
obstinate bull;"
yd devd devdtamo jayamano
maho vajebhir mahddbhis ca Susmaih
dddhano vdjram bahvor uMntam
dyam dmena rejayat prd bhuma (4.22.3)

"The god who, being born as the most divine one, / Great in prizes and in
mighty explosions of rage, / In his/«ry shakes Heaven (and) Earth, / When
he takes into hands the thunderbolt (that) desires (it);"
2) seneva srstamam dadhaty I dstur nd didyut tvesdpratlkd (1.66.7) "Like
an army set loose, he inspires terror, / Like a bowman's lightning ("arrow")
with a dreadful appearance" (about Agni); tvdm ddha prathamdm jayamano I 'vi&vd adhithd indra krstlh (4.17.7) "Being born, first of all, at that
time, thou / castest all these peoples into terror, O Indral" This noun, dmastands out as not quite typical, since the subject of the act in both situations
is a deity, not a worshipper, nor is any worshipper's attribute mentioned in
the second situation. The lexical meaning of the noun dma- is, as it were,
differently evaluated, depending on its relation to the divine or the human
sphere. In the second instance, we have a surface phrase dmam dha- or dme
dha- "to cast into terror."
bhdgd- (masculine) "lot," "fate," "destiny," "prize"
(bestowed by the deity on the worshipper)—"the god's share in sacrifice:"
1) yam indra dadhise tvdm
divam gam bhagdm dvyayam
ydjamane sunvatl ddksinavati
tdsmin tdm dhehi ma panau (8.97.2)

"The horse (and) bull thou hast, O Indra, destined as the unchangeable prize
I For the sacrificer, for the Soma-presser, for him who generously meets the
sacrificial costs, / Give that (horse and bull) to him, not to a miser!;"
yaidsam bhagdm krnutam no asvina I somam nd carum maghdvatsu nas
krtam (10.39.2) "Create a glorious destiny for us, O Asvins, / Make us delightful—like Soma—for the generous givers!;"
2) prdti vlhi prdsthitam somydm mddhu I pibagnidhrdt tdva bhagdsya
trpnuhi (2.36.4) "Accept joyfully the offered sweetness of Soma\ I Drink
from the agnidh (priest's) cup, be sated with thy sharel."
vratd- (neuter) "(god's) behest," "divine law"—"(worshipper's) vow:"

1)

dnu purvany okya
samrajydsya satcima
mitrdsya vratd vdrunasya dlrghaSrut
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(8.25.17)

"We have always followed the ancient customary (behests) of the emperor,^/ the long-heard behests of Mitra and Varuna;" dnu vratdm savitur
moky ctgdt (2.38.3) "Night has come, obeying Savitar's law;"
2) yd agnisomd havisa saparyad I devadrica mdnasa yd ghrtena I tdsya
vratdm raksatam . . . (1.93.8) "He who honors Agni and Soma with a
libation, / With thought directed to the gods, with ghee, / Protect that
(man's) vow... !."
vdrdhana- (neuter) "enhancement," "prosperity"—
"means of enhancing" (sacrifice, prayer):
1) yd bhojanam ca ddyase ca vdrdhanam I ardrad a iuskam mddhumad
dudohitha (2.13.6) "(Thou) who apportions food and prosperity, I From the
moist (one) thou hast milked the dry (and) sweet (thing)" (to Indra);
2) ydsya brdhma vdrdhanam ydsya somo I ydsyedam radhah sd
janasaindrah (2.12.14) "(He) for whom prayer (is) a means of enhancing,
for whom Soma (is destined), / For whom this gift is made, he O people, (is)
Indral."
dhiti- (feminine) "attention," "intention"
(of a deity toward his worshipper)—"poetic vision," "prayer:"
1) ydt te dhltim avrnlmdhe I 'dha sma nas trivdruthah $ivo bhava (6.15.9)
"Since we choose thy attention (and) benevolence, / Be merciful to us,
(granting) triple protection!;"
2)

sd no dhiti vdristhaya
Sresthaya ca sumatya
dgne rayd didlhi nah
suvrktibhir varenya (5.25.3)

"For our exceptional vision and for the best well-turned prayer, / O Agni,
light up for us the riches, for beautiful speeches, O Chosen (one)!."
prdsasti- (feminine) "fame," "gift of honor," etc.—
"praise," "glorification," "respect:"
1) prdiastim nah krnuta rudriyaso (5.57.7) "Create fame30 for us, O sons of
Rudral;"
mahir asya prdnltayah
purvlr Ma prdiastayah
nasya kslyanta utdyah (6.45.3)
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"Grand is his rule, / And numerous (are) the gifts (in his) honor, / Kis supports are inexhaustible" (about Indra);
2) aydm vam yajno akrta prdtostim (1.181.1) "This sacrifice has created
respect for you."
rati- (feminine) "gift," "(gods') favor"—"gift,"
"sacrifice," "offering" (made by a worshipper):
1) devandm ratir abhi no ni vartatam (1.89.2) "The gods' gift shall turn
toward us!;"
2) iydm ta indra girvano I ratih ksarati sunvatdh (8.13.4) "This presser's
offering is flowing for thee, O Indra, who delights in songs of praise!" ("the
offering" is the Soma-juice).
dvas- (neuter) "help," "favor"—"support" (through sacrifice):
1) divdsprthivyor dvasa madema (5.49.5) "Let us rejoice in the help of
Heaven-and-Earth!;" dvo dhata vidhate rdtnam adyd (6.65.3) "Bestow today favor (and) treasure upon the one who honors (you)!" (addressed to the
dawns);
2) purvlbhir hi dadasimd I Sarddbhir maruto vaydm I dvobhis carsanlnam I
(1.86.6) "We honored you, O Maruts, during many autumns / Thanks to the
peoples' support." The second meaning is attested in the Rig Veda in several
isolated cases only, and the idea of dvas- is associated almost exclusively
with the divine sphere.
prdyas- (neuter) "reward," "joy"—"sacrificial delight:"
1) tvdm ... agne .. .1 yds tatrsand ubhdydya jdnmane I may ah krnosi pray a
a ca surdye (1.31.7) "Thou, O Agni, . . . demanding (the same thing),
createst consolation and reward for the protector (of the sacrifice);"
2) dpad dhotrad utd potrad amatta- I utd nestrad ajusata prdyo hitdm
(2.37.4) "He drank from the hotar's cup, and grew inebriated from the
potar's cup, / and he enjoyed the sacrificial delight from the nestar's cup"
(about the deity Dravinodas).
radhas- (neuter) "gift," "generosity," "reward"—
"sacrificial donation," "offering:"
1) ni no rayim subhojasam yuvasva I ni virdm gdvyam dSvyam ca radhah
(7.92.3) "Bestow fine-tasting wealth upon us, / Be(stow) a son (upon us) and
a reward (consisting) of cows and horses!;" a tvd Sakyam upamdm radho
dnnaih (10.29.3) "I would like to incite thee to utmost generosity (by means
of sacrificial) foods!;"
2) brahmanad indra radhasah I pibd somam rtunr dnu (1.15.5) "O Indra,
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from the brahman's offering / Drink Soma at the proper time!."
rtavan- "he who fixes the law," "supporting (the law)"—
"he who conforms to the law," "pious:"
1) dhardyanta adityaso jdgat stha
deva viivasya bhuvanasya gopah
dlrghadhiyo rdksamana asuryam
rtavanaf cdyamana rnani (2.27.4)

"The Adityas support (everything) moving and motionless. / (They are) the
gods, the herders of the universe, / With far-reaching mind, protecting the
Asuras' world, / Supporting the Law, punishing the offence;"
2) prd vam sd mitravarunav rtava I vipro mdnmani dirghaSrud iyarti
(7.61.2) "To both of you, O Mitra-Varuna, this pious I Poet addresses (his)
compositions, (he) the far-heard (one)."
ndmasvant- "accepting worship"—"offering worship:"
1) ndmasvanta dhrtadaksadhi gdrte I mitrasathe varunelasv antdh (5.62.5)
"Accepting worship, O you (both) acting firmly, you sit / Upon the throne, O
Mitra, O Varuna, in the midst of libations;"
2) sd sukrdtur rtacid astu hota I yd aditya Sdvasa vam ndmasvdn I
avavdrtad dvase vam havisman ... (7.85.4) "He shall be a very wise hotar,
knowing the Law, / Who, O Adityas, offering worship (and) libations, / Will
be able to convert you two to assist (us) through (his) power . . . " (about
Mitra-Varuna).
sunftavant- "beneficial"—"sacrificing liberally;"
1) . . . revdd asme vy ucha sunrtavati (1.92.14) "Make the wealth shine for
us, O beneficial (one)!" (to Usas);
2) yuvdm citrdm dadaihur bhojanam nara I codetham sunftdvate (7.74.2)
"You have given fine food, O you two heroes. / Hurry (hither) for the sake of
the generous (sacrificer)."31
dasvams- "merciful"—"respectful:"
omasai carsnldhrto
vtive devasa a gata
daSvamso datusah sutdm

(1.3.7)

"O helpers, protectors of the people, / O All-Gods, come (hither), /
Merciful to the pressed (Soma) of the person who respects (you)."32
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ukthia- "praiseworthy"—"containing praises:" ..
1) pdvasva soma kratuvin na ukthyo I 'vyo vare pdri dhava mddhu priydm
(9.86.48) "Clarify thyself, O Soma, seeking the mind's power for us, O
Praiseworthy (one); / Run in circles upon the sheep-wool strainer, (thus becoming) the delicious mead!;'
2) gaya gayatrdm ukthydm (1.38.14) "Sing the song that contains (only)
praise" (address to a priest).
It should be mentioned that in the case of a god-priest, like
Brahmanaspati the god of the prayer, the word ukthyd has to be interpreted
in the second way:
prd nundm brdhmanas pdtir
mdntram vadaty ukthydm
ydsminn indro vdruno mitro aryama
deva okamsi cakrire (1.40.5)
"Right now Brahmanaspati / is reciting a verse, containing praise, I In
which Indra, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, I —The gods—take delight."
dhisnya-li "arousing inspiration"—"winning over (the god's) favor:"
1) tad aivina Arnutam dhisnya yuvdm (1.89.4) "hear this, O Atvins, you
who arouse inspiration*.;"
2) kdi chdndasam yogam aveda dhlrah I ko dhisnyam prdti vacant papada
(10.114.9) "Which sage knows the yoking in of the meters? / Which (of
them) has possessed the speech that wins over (the god's favor?."
namasia- "worthy of worship"—"worshipful," "adoring:"
1) aydm mitro namasydh susevo I raja suksatro ajanista vedhah (3.59.4)
"This Mitra, worthy of adoration, very benevolent, / Was born as a king
(with) kind authority, an establisher (of rites);"
2) ta grnihi namasyebhih fusaih I sumnebhir indravdruna cakdna (6.68.3)
"Glorify both of them in songs full of adoration, / Indra and Varuna,
(whose) favors are desirable."
somyd- "worthy of Soma," "fond of Soma," "Soma-lovei"—
"busy in Soma-pressing," "preparing the Soma-juice:"
1)

indrah sd ddmane krtd
ojisthah sd made hitdh
dyumnl s'lokisd somydh

(8.93.8)

"This Indra is ready to give (the gifts); / The Mightiest One is prepared to be
intoxicated; / He, the splendid, loud, Soma-worthy one;"
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yds te dnu svadham dsat
sute niyacha tanvdm
sd tva mamattu somydm (3.51.11)

"Pause by the pressed {Soma) / that will be to thy taste! Let it intoxicate thee,
O Soma-loverV (to Indra);
2) ichdnti tva somyasah sdkhayah I sunvdnti somdm dddhati prdyamsi
(3.30.1) "The friends, busy over Soma,H are looking for thee. / They press
Soma. They prepare the sacrificial delights" (to Indra, about the priests).
yajniya- "worthy of sacrifice," "honorable," "divine"—
"offering sacrifices," "honoring," "pious:"
1) ydjamahai yajniyan hdnta devan (10.53.2) "Let us now honor the gods,
(the ones) worthy of honor!;"
2) prdti vam rdtham nfpatl jarddhyai I havismata mdnasd yajniyena
(7.67.1) "I would like to arouse your chariot, O you two lords of men, / By
means of pious thought, sacrifice-entailing" (to the Asvins).
Noun stems of various structure, actually attested or securely reconstructible for the Rg Veda, serve as the bases for denominative verbs, some
of which are characterized by conversive meanings. Their typical suffix,
-yd-, is in itself indifferent both to (in)transitivity and diathesis. Among the
meanings held by Renou to be typical of these verbs, he cites in particular,
"to be like (somebody/something)" and "to cause (one) to be like"
[120.304]. This semantic opposition is consistently played upon in the circular exchange between the deity and the worshipper. Very occasionally
conversivity could be implicit in the semantics of the primary noun. This
group includes the following verbs:
urusy- "to seek space" (of Agni on behalf of himself)—
"to create space," "to save" (of the god on behalf of the worshipper):
1) aydm agnir urusyaty I amftdd ivajdnmanah (10.176.4) "This Agni seeks
space for himself/ Both from being born and from immortality" (he strives
to break away both from the men and the gods—a well-known motif in the
Rg Veda);
2) yd asmai havyair ghrtdvadbhir
dvidhat prd tdmpraca nayati brdhmanas pdtih
urusydtlm dmhaso rdksatl risd
'mhos' cid asma urucdkrir ddbhutah (2.26.4)
"(He) who celebrated him with ghee-offerings, / Him Brahmanaspati leads
forward. / He saves him from straits, protects (him) from injury. / The amazing god creates a wide space even from narrowness for him."
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The correlation of meanings in this verb does not fit the semantic opposition between the god and the worshipper as the subject of action: in this
case the deity appears regularly as the subject. However, the meaning
changes according to whether the deity's action is performed for its own
ends or for the worshipper's sake.

The next step in derivation consists in the formation of u- stem adjectives from various denominative verb stems; some denominative stems are
actually attested only withinthis class of adjectives. It contains a group of
adjectives with conversive meanings within the "auspicious" zone, meanings that depend on the opposition "god"—"worshipper." These u- stems
are rather heterogeneous, morphologically speaking. In the case of ydjyu-,
the primary suffix -yu- combined with the root yaj- allows us to include this
adjective on purely formal grounds. But a formal analysis of these stems is
not as revealing as a description of the influence of the functional aspect
upon their semantics.
Although Renou conventionally labels the u- stems as "participles"
based on secondary verb stems [120.155] because they function as verbal
adjectives, they do not reflect such purely verbal categories and meanings as
tense, voice, transitivity, etc. This freedom from purely verbal verbal
categories provides a wide range of possible context-bound semantic interpretations of these adjectives. A list of these u- stem verbs follows:
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duvasy- "to reward," "to bestow a gift"—"to honor" (the god):
1) anehdsah stubha indro duvasyati (3.51.3) "Indra rewards for faultless
melodies;" yuvdm peddve puruvaram a&vind duvasyathah (1.119.10) "You
bestow on Pedu the much-desired (horse), O Afvins;"
2) suktair devam savitaram duvasya (5.49.2) "Honor the god Savitar with
hymns!"
The relationship of the constructions is identical with that of the verb
dai- (see above).
panasy- "to cause (the worshipper's) admiration"—
"to be appreciated," "to be acknowledged" (by the god):
1) sanat sd yudhmd djasa panasyate (1.55.2) "Since ancient times this
fighter {Indra) arouses admiration (by his) strength;"
2) akare vdsor jarita panasyate (3.51.3) "He who showers the goods
appreciates the singer" (about Indra).
vajay- "to bring reward"—"to strive for reward:"
1) ad ddksina yujyate vajaydntl (5.1.3) "Then the rewarding Daksina is

udanyu- "carrying water"—"thirsting for water:"
1) prd vo marutas tavisa udanydvo I vayovfdho as'vayujah pdrijrayah
(5.54.2) "O Maruts! Let your brave, water-carrying (chariots) (rush) forth, /
the strength-increasing, horse-yoked, circulating (ones)!;"
2) iydm vo asmdt prdti haryate matis I trsndje nd diva utsa udanydve
(5.57.1) "This prayer of ours is pleasing to you, / Like heavenly wells to the
thirsty one who seeks water."
panasyu- "exciting admiration"—"expressing admiration:"

yoked;"
2)

dev&sy savitur vaydm
vajaydntah puramdhya
bhdgasya ratim imahe (3.62.11)

"(Counting on) the god Savitar for inspiration we, striving for the reward,
pray for Bhaga's gift."
sumnay- "to be benevolent, merciful"—"to ask for favors:"
1) sumnayann id viio asmakam a cara (1.11.43) "Come to our settlements,
(thou) full of benevolence" (to Rudra);
2)

mdruto ydd dha vo divdh
sumnaydnto hdvamahe
a tu na upa gantana (8.7.11)

"O Maruts, do come to us, when we, asking for (your) favors, invoke you
down from the sky!."
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1)

indraya sama gayata
vipraya brhate brhdt
dharmakfte vipaScitepanasydve

(8.98.1)

"For Indra sing the melody, / The lofty one—for (him), the lofty, the inspired (one), / For the Law-creator, the perspicacious, admiration-exciting
(one);"
2) prd vo dhiyo mandrayuvo vipanyuvah I panasyuvah samvdsanesv
akramuh (9.86.17) "Forward your prayers have moved, harmonious, laudatory, I Admiring, at the time of sacrificial feasts."
ydjyu- "accepting reverence," "worthy of reverence,"
"revered"—"reverent," "revering" (the gods):"
1)

sd na indraya ydjyave
vdrunaya marudbhyah
varivovit pdri srava (9.61.12)
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"Flow around (here), at our (place), for Indra, the revered one, for Varuna
(and) the Maruts, finding a wide outlet!" (to Soma);
2) bhurlni hitve dadhire driika-1 dgne devdsya ydjyavo jdndsah (3.19.4) "A
multitude of faces, O Agni, have put into thee the god-revering peoples."
vqjayii- "obtaining the prize"—"striving for the prize:"
1)

tvdm na indra vajayus
tvdm gavyuh Satakrato
tvdm hiranyayur vaso (7.31.3)

"O Indra, thou art for us a prize-obtainer, / Thou art a cattleobtainer, O a
hundred-times sagacious, / Thou art a gold-obtainer, O Vasu!;"
2) lipem asriksi vajayur vacasyam (2.35.1) "Striving for the prize, I have
poured out (my) eloquence."
vipanyu- "admirable," "fond of being admired"—"admirer:"
1)

Vocabulary
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a no gantam mayobhuvaaSvina fambhuva yuvdm
yd vam vipanyu dhltibhir
glrbhir vatso dvlvrdhat (8.8.19)

"Come to us as joy-bearers, O Asvins, as two luck-bearers, / (Come) to
Vatsa who has inspired you with prayers / (and) praise-songs, O you two,
fond of being admired'"
2) vaydm hi vam hdvdmahe I vipanydvo viprdso vajasdtaye (8.87.6) "We,
the admiring poets, call on you in order to win the prize" (to the Asvins).
sumnayu- "merciful"—"asking for mercy:"
1) a vam rdtham avamdsyam vyustau I sumndydvo vfsano vartayantu
(7.71.3) "In the earliest morning the merciful brave (horses) shall bring your
chariot" (about the As"vins' horses);
2) tdm tvd vaydm sudhyd ndvyam agne I sumndydva imahe devaydntah
(6.1.7) "To thee (as such), OAgni, we, the pious ones, appeal again, asking
for mercy, devoted to the gods."
About half of the nouns with conversive meanings are made up of compound words, and their semantics is much more context-conditioned than
that of non-compounds. A list of these compound nouns follows:
ddabdha- "undeceivable"—"devoted" ("not-deceiving"):
1) vidvan ddabdho vi mumoktu paidn (1.24.13) "May the Knower (i.e.
Varuna), the undeceivable one, loosen the nooses!;"

2)
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satydm tad indrdvarund krSdsya vam
mddhva urmim duhate saptd vanlh
tdbhir ddSvamsam avatam Subhas patl
yd vam ddabdho abhipati cittibhih (8.59.3)

"True it is, O Indra and Varuna: Krsa's seven voices flow to you with a
wave of mead. / O lords of beauty, support the worshipper by means of them
(the voices), / who, in (his) prayers, shows respect to you with undeceiving
devotion."
anamivd- "not bringing diseases"—"free of disease:"
1) anamivd rudrajasu no bhava (7.46.2) "O Rudra, be thou not a diseasebringer to our descendants!;"
2) anamlvasah . . . vaydm mitrdsya sumatau sydma (3.59.3) "free of
disease . . . we should wish to be at Mitra's mercy."
anehds- "incomparable"—"free of sin:"
1) &ive no dyavaprthivl anehdsd (6.75.10) "(Let the) incomparable Skyand-Earth (be) merciful to us!;"
2) vaydm mitrdsyavasi I syama saprdthastame I anehdsas tvotayah . . .
(5.65.5) "Let us be in Mitra's greatest favors,yree of sin, aided by thee...!."
divamisti- "(one) obtaining horses"—"seeking horses:"
1)

aya te agne vidhemaurjo napad divamiste
end suktena sujata (2.6.2)

"Through this (song), O Agni, we want to honor thee, / O off-spring of vigor,
horse-obtainer, / With this hymn, O fine-born (one);"
2) lid vdvrsasva maghavan gdvistaya I lid indras'vamistaye (8.61.7) "Pour
(thyself) out, O generous one, for the cow-seeker, / O Indra, for the horseseeker!"
ukthds'usma- "maturing on praise-songs"—"emitting praise:"
1) . . . ukthds'usman vrsabharan svdpnasas I tan adityandnu mada svastdye
(10.63.3) " . . . For the sake of luck greet these Adityas, who mature on
praise-songs,bearing an ox-burden, and rewarding well!;"
2) samudrdm na sindhava ukthds'usma I uruvydcasam glra a vis'anti
(6.36.3) "Like rivers (into) the sea, the songs that emit praise penetrate into
the boundless Indra."
urufdmsa- "wide-ruling"—"with a far-reaching voice:"
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1) dhelamano varunehd bodhy I urusamsa ma na ayuh prd mosih (1.24.11)
"O Varuna, stay here without anger! / O wide-ruling (one), do not steal the
term of our life!;"

2) yd ratdhavyo 'vrkaya dhayase I klreS cin mdntram mdnasa vanosi tdm
(1.31.13) "(He) who has performed a libation to "obtain safety, / That verse
(of his)—though he be weak—thou shalt love (it) in (thy) mind" (to Agni).
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2)

asmdbhyam tad divo adbhydh prthivyas
tvdya dattdm kamyam radha a gat
Sam ydt stotfbhya apdye bhavaty
uruMmsaya savitar jaritre (2.38.11)

sunlthd- "good leader," "leading excellently"—
"he who has good leaders," "well-guided:"
1)

"Let us obtain the desired bounty given by thee, from the sky, from the
waters and from the earth, / bringing happiness to the eulogizers, to the
friend, the singer with a far-reaching voice, O Savitar!."
krtdbrahman- "he to whom a prayer is made"—"he who made a prayer:"
1) turvann ojlyan tavdsas tdviyan I krtdbrahmendro vrddhdmahah I
rdjabhavan mddhunah somydsya ... (6.20.3) "Winning (in the capacity of)
the mightier one, stronger than the strong one, / Mightily grown as a prayer
was made to him, I Indra became the king of Soma's mead . . . ; "
2) krtdbrahmd SuSuvad rdtdhavya it (2.25.1) "Only he, who has made a
prayer (and) offered a sacrifice, will become stronger."
yatdsruc- "to whom the offering ladle is extended"—
"he who extends the offering ladle:"
1)

ye vrknaso ddhi ksdmi
nimitaso yatdsrucah
te no vyantu varyam
devatra ksetrasadhasah

(3.8.7)

"(Those) that, cut down, (are) on the ground, /That (are) dug in, to whom the
offering ladles are extended, / Let them reward (us) with the desirable gift, /
(They) that mark the gods' fields!" (about the deified sacrificial poles);
2) hiranyavarnan kakuhan yatdsruco I brahmanydntah idmsyam radha
imahe (2.34.11) "(To these gods) of a golden hue, the outstanding ones, we
pray with sacred words; ladles extended, for a favor (that is) worthy of celebration" (to the Maruts).
ratdhavya- "he to whom libations are offered"—
"he who performs a libation:"
1) indrdvisnu havisa vavrdhana-1 dgradvdna ndmasd rdtahavya I ghftasutl
drdvinam dhattam asme ... (6.69.6) "O Indra-Visnu, growing on libation, /
(You), the first-tasters, to whom the sacrificial drink is offered with
reverence, / Whose drink (is) ghee,—bring us wealth!;"
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aditya rudra vdsavah sunltha
dyavaksarnd prthivi antdriksam
sajosaso yajndm avantu deva
urdhvdm krnvantv adhvardsya ketum

(3.8.8)

"The Adityas, the Rudras, Vasu, the good leaders, I Heaven-(and)-Earth,
The Land, the aerial space, / The unanimous deities shall help (our)
sacrifice. / Let them erect the sacrificial standard!;"
2)

sunlthd gha sd mdrtyo
yam maruto yam aryama
mitrdh parity adruhah (8.46.4)

"That mortal has good leaders / Whom the Maruts, Aryaman, I Mitra, the
blameless (ones), protect."
sumati- "(divine) favor"—"(worshippers') prayer:"
1) devanam bhadra sumatir rjuyatam I devandm ratir abhi no ni vartatdm
(1.89.2) "The beautiful favor of the gods (is) for those who follow the
straight path: / The gods' gift shall turn towards us!;"
2) dcha girah sumatim gantam asmayu (1.151.7) "(O you), devoted to us,
come to our songs, to (our) prayer!."
sumdnas- "benevolent" (towards the worshipper)—
"joyful in spirit" (with respect to the gods):
1)

ebhir no arkair
bhavano arvan
svdr najyotih
dgne viSvebhih sumdna driikaih (4.10.3)

"Thanks to these songs of ours / Turn (thyself) towards us, / Like the sun's
light, I Benevolent in all (thy) faces!" (to Agni);
2) krilantas tva sumdnasah sapema-1 abhi dyumna tasthivamso jdnanam
(4.4.9) "Joyful in spirit, playful, / eclipsing (other) people's splendor, we
wish to care for thee.
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suyajhd- "receiving excellent sacrifices"—
"(one) establishing a fine sacrifice:"
1) indrah suyajnd usdsah svdrjanat (2.21.4) "Indra, the receiver of excellent sacrifices, gave birth to the dawns (and) to the sky;"
2) tdvaprdnitl tdva Sura idrmann I a vivasanti kavdyah suyajhah (3.51.7)
"Under thy guidance, under thy protection, O hero, / The excellently sacrificing poets are striving to win" (to Indra).
If Agni appears as a priest, officiating at sacrifices, then the epithet
suyajnd- has the worshipper's connotation, which is evidence for the purely
functional semantics of this lexical group. For example:

(10.110.7) "The two divine hotars should be honored, the first, the eloquent
ones, measuring out the man's sacrifice."

samidhydmanah prathamanu dhdrma
sdm aktubhir ajyate viivdrdrah
S'ociskeS'o ghrtdnirnik pavakdh
suyajho agnir yajdthdya devan (3.17.1)

"Being inflamed in accordance with the primeval ordinances, / He anoints
himself with ointments, (he), desirable to everyone, / with flaming hair,
ghee-garbed, the purifying (one), Agni, the excellent sacrificer,—in order to
make a sacrifice for the gods."
suradhas- "rich in gifts," "generous"—"generously endowed:"
1)

abhi prd vah suradhasam
indram area ydthd vide
gojaritfbhyo maghdva puruvdsuh
sahdsreneva Siksati (8.49.1)

svabhisti-1 suabhisti- "superior," "helping"—
"favored," "having benefited from:"
1) abhlm avanvan svabhistim utdyo . . . (1.51.2) "The reinforcements have
subdued him, the superior one" (him is Indra);
2) dsama ydtha susakhaya ena I svabhistdyo naram nd idmsaih (1.173.9)
"Let us acquire good friends thanks to him, (let us become) the favored
ones, as (is) usual in the glorification of heroes!;"
svdvas-lsudvas- "helping excellently"—"obtaining excellent help:"
1) hiranyahasto dsurah sunlthdh I sumrttkdh svdvanyatv arvan (1.35.10)
"The golden-handed Asura, the good leader, / Extremely merciful, the
excellent helper, let him come here!;"
2) sd it sudanuh svdvaiirtava-1 indra yd vam varuna das'ati tmdn (6.68.5)
"Only that only one obtains beautiful gifts (and) excellent help, (and is) die
righteous one, / O Indra and Varuna, who himself honors both of you."
stomavahas- "attracted by praise"—"bringing praise:"
1) gdnteyanti sdvana Mribhyam I babhrir vdjram papih somam dadir gah I
... stomavahah (6.23.4) "The frequenter of So/wa-pressings, with (his) pair
of bay (horses), / The vajra-bearer, the habitual Soma-drinker (and) cowgiver, / . . . (has been) attracted by praise" (about Indra);
2) dvlvrdhanta gotama I indra tve stomavahasah (4.32.12) "Have been
inspired by thee, O Indra, the men of Gotama's clan bringing praises."

"I wish to direct (a song) for your sake to the richly-donating / Indra, as he is
known, / (To this one) who, like a protector possessing various goods, / is
ready to support the singers, even with a thousand (cows);"
2)

vdrunah pravitd bhuvan
mitro vifvabhir utibhih
karatam nah suradhasah

hitdprayas- "the one, for whom the sacrificial meal is prepared"—
"the one, who prepared the sacrificial meal:"
1)

(1.23.6)

"Let Varuna become a supporter (to us), / (And) Mitra with all (of his) reinforcements! / Let them make us generously endowed]"
suvac- "worthy of fine speech"—"eloquent:"
1) prksdprayajo dravinah suvacah I suketdva usdso revdd iisuh (3.7.10)
"The dawns, endowing (us) with powers of satiation, (the dawns), worthy of
beautiful speech, riches (incarnated), (the dawns) with beautiful brightness
lit up the wealth;"
2) daivya hotara prathama suvacd I mimana yajhdm mdnuso ydjadhyai
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utd tya me raiidrav arcimdntd
nasatyav indra gurtdye ydjadhyai
manusvdd vrktdbarhise rdrana
mandu hitdprayasa viksii ydjyu (10.61.15)

"And also these two Rudras—the glittering Nasatyas, O Indra—I have to
honor (them) in order to succeed. / They grant gifts to him who has spread
the sacrificial straw-mat, like Manu, I To the joyous ones for whom the
sacrificial meal has been prepared, who are revered among the tribes;"
2)

vaydm vo vrktdbarhiso
hitdprayasa anusdk
sutdsomaso varuna havamahe
manusvdd iddhagnayah (8.27.7)
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"We invoke you, O Varuna, we who have successively spread the sacrificial straw, prepared the meal, pressed the Soma, (and then) built the fire,
like Manu."
The complete list of compounds with conversive meanings contains
only a single substantive {sumati-); all the rest are adjectives. As a result, the
tatpurusa and dvandva classes of compounds are not represented. The
greater part of them are bahuvrlhis (15), and the rest—karmadharayas (4).
The latter category contains three words with the negative prefix a-lan-,
whose presence in the substantival or adjectival stem stimulates the appearance of conversive meanings. The most numerous type of compounds is
made up of words with the adjectival prefix su- "good," "excellent," "kind"
(eight in all: one karmadharaya and seven bahuvrlhi). When this prefix is
joined to a substantive, the result is as a rule, a compound adjective with
conversive meanings. But the antonymous adjectival prefix dus-ldur-lduh"bad," "evil," "mis-," "ill-," which is also quite productive in the Rg Veda,
naturally lacks derivatives with conversive meanings, since its semantics
belongs in the "inauspicious" zone where no semantic bifurcation takes
place. This is a further illustration of the decisive role of semantics and style
in the language of the Rg Veda; of lesser importance was the purely derivational, or as will be shown below, the grammatical aspect.
In conclusion, it should be noted that the presence of conversive meanings of the "auspicious" words—depending on the "god-or-worshipper" application—is attested in various and relatively numerous lexical classes.
They include primary verb-stems, nouns with primary and secondary suffixes, denominative verbs, and various compounds. In short, this phenomenon can be detected in almost every type of derivation, and thus cannot be
accidental; it should rather be considered an important feature of the Rg
Veda language. All of this re-opens the "language of gods" vs. "language of
men" discussion relative to this Old Indian text and several other ancient
Indo-European poetic traditions, as detailed below.
Synonymy has always been an outstanding feature of Old Indian
vocabulary throughout its course of evolution, which is quite natural for a
language with an abundant literary tradition. The core of lexical synonymy
is the principle of rendering different features of a single denotate
(signatum). Sometimes the semantic motivations of such words are quite
obvious, synchronicaily speaking, while in other cases the facts of other
Indo-European languages shed relevant light. In several instances—and we
see the beginning of this already in the Rg Veda—the source of synonyms
lies in substratum languages, whose importance in that regard grows with
time. Thus, in theRg Veda "man/male/human" was conveyed by derivatives
of the Indo-European roots man- "to think:" manu-, mdnusa-, mdnus-,

manavd-, mdnusa-; jan- "to give birth / to be born:" jdna~; and mar- "to
die:" mdrta-, mdrtya-. But then there are words for "man" whose semantics
can be elucidated only at the Indo-Iranian level, or even deeper, at the PIE
level: ayu-, ndr-, ndra-, ndrya-; vird-. Finally, we find words for "man" of
obscure etymology: pums-; puru-,purusa-,purusa-, which could be considered a borrowing from some other language.
This example is quite typical of the Old Indian language as a whole, but
the Rg Veda, a document of archaic cult poetry, is distinguished by certain
specific traits in the formation and use of synonyms. Generally speaking,
one can observe a certain opposition between lexical and functional, or contextual synonymy, wherein the latter is clearly predominant. Putting it differently, words relating to different denotates and thus having different lexical meanings, can function as synonyms in certain phrases or, in broader
terms, in certain contexts.
In the Rg Veda, functional synonyms are usually those lexical groups
that reflect important concepts; through this peculiarity of their usage the
Aryan model of the universe can be clearly discerned. An example of this
can be seen in the semantic field, so essential for the Vedic Rsi, constituted
by the verbs "to know," "to be aware of," "to recognize," "to think," all of
which are central to his mental activities and, in a way, regulate all other
kinds of activity, since his knowledge is sacral by nature. There are two
close synonyms, verbs whose basic lexical meaning is "to know:"y'M- and
vid-, vetti. The Great Petersburg Dictionary defines the primary meaning of
jna- as "kennen, wissen, bekannt-, vertraut sein, Kenntniss haben von,
erkennen, in Erfahrung bringen, forschen nach, inne werden, merken,
kennen lerner, erfahren," and that of vid- as: "Etwas oder Jmd kennen
lernen, erkennen; wissen, begreifen, sich auf etwas verstehen, Etwas oder
Jmd erkennen, wissen von Jmd, ein Bewusstsein von Etwas haben, eine
richtige Vorstellung haben von." The semantic range of man- "to think" is
given as "meinen, glauben, sich einbilden, sich vorstellen, vermuten,
dafiirhalten," etc. (ibidem).
As is generally known, "visual knowledge" was quite important for the
Vedic Rsi, since he was a visionary to whose inner eye supreme verities
were revealed: "comprehension" signified "seeing." We have seen that only
after a god had shown his chosen adept the mysteries of the universe could
the latter become a Rsi (compare hymn 7.88 telling how Varuna made the
poet Vasistha a Rsi). Thinking was also seen, to a large extent, as a process
of inner vision. At the level of language this concept was made manifest by
the use of verbs of visual perception (wifhor without adverbs or prefixes)
that were used as synonyms for "to know," "to recognize," "to ponder," as
in the following:
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iks- "to look," "to see;" "to have inner sight;" "to perceive;"35
dva + Iks- "to notice," "to discern," "to recognize:"
dva ydt sve sadhdsthe I devanam durmatir fkse I rajann dpa dvisah sedha
... (8.79.9) "When Iperceive the gods' unfriendliness in my house, O king,
drive away the signs of enmity . . . !."
caks- "to appear;" "to see, look, notice;" "to declare," "to speak;"
"to consider;" prdti + caks- "to notice, perceive;"
vi + caks- "to recognize, make out:"

bravitu yd u tdc ciketat (1.35.6) "Let him who has recognized this proclaim
it here!."
dhi- "to look;" "to observe;" "to appear;" "to ponder, meditate:"
te 'vindan mdnasa didhyana I ydju skanndm prathamdm devayanam
(10.181.3) "Meditating in mind,39 they found / The sacrificial formula rushing, first along the divine path;" dnu + dhi- "id:" rtdm sdmsanta rtdm it td
ahur I dnu vratdm vratapa didhydnah (3.4.7) "Glorifying the law, the law
they do proclaim, / Like vow-keepers meditating upon the vow;" abhi+ dhl"to contemplate, plan, conceive:" abhi tdsteva didhayd manisam I dtyo nd
vaji sudhuro jihanah (3.38.1) "Like a carpenter (designing a chariot), I
conceived a poem, /Like a racer, winning prizes, well-trained, running up!;"
a + dhi- "to recollect," "to think over:" ete dyumnebhir viivam atiranta . . .
a ye me asyd didhayann rtdsya (7.7.6) "Those (people) surpassed everything (by their) splendor,... (those) who remember (gratefully) this rite of
mine."40
pas-1 dart- "to look," "to see," "to recognize,"
"to conceive through inner sight;" pas'-:
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prdti caksva vi caksvaindraf ca soma jagrtam
raksobhyo vadhdm asyatam
aSdnim yatumddbhyah (7.104.25)

"Observe! Recognize!37 / O Indra and Soma, be vigilant! / Hurl the deadly
weapon at the raksases, / (And) the javelin—at the sorcerers!;" tad in
ndktam tad diva mdhyam ahus I tad aydm keto hrdd a vi caste (1.24.12)
"They (repeatedly) say this to me by night, and that by day; / this makes
apparent (to me) the insight in (my) heart."38
ci- "to look," "to see," "to perceive;"
ni + ci- "to note," "to discern," "to understand:"
ddha hi kavya yuvdm
ddksasya purbhir adbhuta
ni keturia jdnanam
cikethe putadaksasa (5.66.4)

"But you two, O admirable ones, through the mind's fortresses understand
poetic insights, thanks to the illumination of the peoples, for you purify the
mind!" (to Mitra-Varuna); vi + ci- "to discern:" cittim dcittim cinavad vi
vidvan I prstheva vita vrjina ca mdrtan (4.2.11) "Let him knowingly discern
people's reason and unreason, just as straight and curved (horses') backs
(can be discerned)!;" etdc cand tvo vi ciketad esam I satyo mdntrah
kavisastd fghavan (1.152.2) "Not everybody will understand this. True (is)
the amazing utterance pronounced by the poets."
cit- "to see," "to perceive,""to notice;" "to intend," "to seek;"
"to ponder," "to decide;" "to comprehend," "to know;"
"to appear," "to manifest (oneself):"
dvadaia pradhdyas cakrdm ekam I trim ndbhydni kd u tdc ciketa (1.164.48)
"Twelve fellies, one wheel, / Three naves—indeed, who can understand
this?" (a cosmic riddle); miira amura nd vaydm cikitvo I mahitvdm agne
tvdm angd vitse (10.4.4) "We the foolish ones, (can) not (comprehend thy)
greatness. Only thou, O wise (and) knowing Agni, canst imagine (it);" ihd

patamgdm aktdm dsurasya maydya
hrdd paiyanti mdnasa vipafcitah
samudre antdh kavdyo vi caksate
mdrlclndm paddm ichanti vedhdsah
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(10.177.1)

"The bird anointed with the magic of the Asura, / The sagacious ones
comprehend (it) in heart and mind. / The poets discern (it) inside the ocean.
/ The sages seek the trace of the sunrays;"
vi + pai- "to see the constituent parts," "to discern," "to perceive:"
cdksur no dhehi cdksuse
cdksur vikhyai tanubhyah
sdm ceddm vi ca pasyema

(10.158.4)

"Give sight to our eye, / (This) sight to ourselves, in order to see! / We desire
to encompass and to discern this (universe) (by means of) sight; dors'-:
dhrajir ekasya dadrse nd rupdm (1.164.44) "The onrush of one is perceived,
not (his) form."
Thus, it appears that under certain conditions all verbs of visual perception may function as synonyms of various verbs of cognition. In the first
place, they denote the knowledge of objects that have form and color, i.e.,
visual knowledge ("to look" —> "to have seen" -> "to discern" —> "to comprehend"). However, they may also have a wider application, being used
with such abstract notions as "a god's greatness," "law," "prayer," etc., and
in that case they are synonymous with the verb man-, denoting the highest,
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most abstract form of knowledge, as different from jna- "to find out"
(compare jan- "to generate") and vid- "to know" (compare vid- "to find").
The peculiarity of the Rg Veda seems to be this particularly wide application
of the "vision" verbs in the area properly belonging to the "knowledge"
verbs, an application that appears to be based on the role of visual knowledge in the Rsi's view of the world. But this particular type of synonymy
finds numerous typological parallels in other languages.
A striking instance of the context-bound synonymity of words with
radically different lexical meanings is Renou's exemplary analysis of the
semantic field of the verbs for "giving" [123.471-80]. First, several verbs
are lexically synonymous: da- "to give," ra- "to donate," "to give," dha- "to
set," "to give." Secondly, in various contexts the meaning "to give" is
assumed by other verbs, usually reflecting the outward form of the giving
deity: dl- "to shine," duh- "to milk," vas- "to light up," vrs- "to rain," stan"to thunder," dva + dhu- "to shake off." The worshipper calls on the solar
deities "to shine up" or "to light up" wealth, on Indra—"to thunder" it, on
the Maruts- "to shake it off," etc. The proper lexical meaning of each of
these verbs is to a certain extent "levelled out" and subordinated to the general context semantics, thus reducing them to synonymity. The important
fact—from the linguistic point of view—is their appearance in identical
syntactic structures: "Thunder out / rain down / light up [etc.] wealth" =
"Give wealth!;" only these structures make them synonymous.
It should also be emphasized that the semantics of these verbs is conceptually significant. "Donating" is seen as a motive force of the circular
exchange between deity and worshipper. From the worshipper's standpoint,
the god's action is the marked one, and it is this aspect that presupposes the
presence of functional synonyms of the verb "to give," and their absence
from the verb "to take." Incidentally, the principal verbs of "giving" express
the conversive meaning "to take," "to receive" by means of the same verbal
root in the middle voice (sometimes, with an additional adverb/prefix). This
reflects the PIE situation as reconstructed by Benveniste, whereby the same
root could simultaneously mean "to give" and "to take" [54, Ch. 6 "Giving,
Taking and Receiving"].
The worshipper's response to the deity's "giving" and "donating" consisted in "honoring" him. In the Rg Veda this meaning is attested in a considerable number of verbs. The core of the group is represented by several
verbs whose principal lexical meaning is "to honor" (a god). This meaning
makes them exact synonyms; the differences among them are normally due
to differing sets of (secondary) meanings, i.e., the number of additional
lexical meanings included in the whole semantic range of a verb. The
basic, syntactic structure is: accusative case of the honored deity's name;

instrumental case of the noun denoting the means of honoring; dative case
of the aim of honoring). Not so frequent is the construction with the deity's
name in the dative, although it is quite regular with some verbs. Here the
means of honoring may appear in the instrumental, though sometimes it is
expressed by the direct object in the accusative.
In the following examples, the sequence of each verbal construction
reflects its frequency in the text. da$- "to honor:" yah samidha yd ahufl I yd
vedena dadaSa mdrto agndye... (8.19.5) "Which mortal showed respect for
Agni (dative) with fire-wood (instrumental), which (mortal) with libation
(instrumental), (and) which—with knowledge (instrumental)...; samidha
yd niiitl datad dditim I dhamabhir asya mdrtyah . . . (8.19.14) "Which
mortal honors Aditi (accusative) with fire-wood (instrumental), with
inflammation (instrumental), with its (various) shapes (instrumental)..."
(its) = of the fire); yd vam daiad dhaviskrtim ... (1.93.3) "Who respectfully
offers the prepared libation (accusative) to both of you (accusative-dativegenitive) . . . . "
namasy- "to revere," "to worship:" siicitn arkair brhaspdtim I
adhvaresu namasyata (3.62.5) "Worship the pure Brhaspati during the rites
with praise-songs (instrumental)."
sap- "to worship," "to serve," "to respect:" indram vo ndrah sakhyaya
sepur (6.29.1) "Heroes worship Indra (accusative) for you, for the sake of
(his) friendship." The means of honoring are usually omitted in constructions with this verb.
sapary- "to honor:" tisrd ydd ague iarddas tvam ic I chucim ghrtena
Sucayah saparyan . . . (1.72.3) "The pure ones have been honoring thee
(accusative), O Agni, the Pure One, by means of ghee (instrumental) during
three autumns. . . ;" mahd devaya tad rtdm saparyata (10.37.1) "Dedicate
mightily this truthful (word) (accusative) to the god (dative)!."
All of these verbs are very close in their lexical meaning, but they differ
somewhat in the type of the frequency of their syntactic structures. Common
to all of them is the construction wherein the verb governs the accusative of
the name of the honored deity, and the instrumental case of the noun denotes
the means of honoring. The construction next in frequency has the dative of
the divine name and the instrumental of the means of honoring both governed by the "honoring" verb. The same two constructions are typical of a
number of other verbs which have different lexical meaning but acquire the
semantics of various kinds of worship in the general context of honoring the
deity (through sacrifice, libation, invocation, chanting, laudation, etc.).
these verbs which can be considered quasi-synonymous, are as follows:
yaj- "to worship," "to sacrifice:" devdvir devan havisayajasi (3.29.8)
"Inviting the gods, thou shalt worship the gods (accusative) with libation
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(instrumental), compare also: somasya nu tva susutasya yaksi (3.53.2)
"Now I will sacrifice to thee (accusative) the well-pressed Soma (genitive
partitive);" svaduksddma yd vasatau syonakfj I jivayajdm ydjate sopama
divdh (1.31.15) "(He) who offers a sweet dish, (who) prepares a soft bed in
(his) dwelling, / (Who) sacrifices a live victim (accusative), he (goes) to the
highest heaven;"
hu- "to make a libation," "to offer," "to honor:" ima gira adityebhyo
ghrtdsnuh I sanad rajabhyo juhva juhomi (2.27.1) "These songs, floating in
ghee, I libate (them) with (my) tongue for the Adityas, kings from the
ancient past, (= "I worship the Adityas with songs"), compare also yamaya
ghrtdvad dhavir I juhota . . . (10.14.14) "To Yama make a sacrificial libation full of ghee!."
Id- "to ask," "to pray;" "to offer," "to invoke;" "to honor;" "to praise:"
yds te agne ndmasa itta I rtdm sdpdty arusdsya vfsnah (5.12.6) "(He) who
offers thee (dative-genitive), O Agni, an oblation (accusative) with reverence, / He guards the law of the purple bull;"41 tvam hi sma carsandyo I
yajnebhir glrbhir llate (6.2.2) "It is thee (accusative) that people invoke
(= worship) with oblations (and) praise-songs"—compare lie ca tva
ydjamano havirbhir I lie sakhitvdm sumatim nikamah (3.1.15) "And I
invoke thee (accusative), sacrificing with libations; I invoke (thy) amity
(accusative), benevolence (accusative), craving (for them)."
mah-"to gladden," "to rejoice;" causative "to glorify;" "to make great:"
sdrasvatlm in mahaya suvrktibhi I stomair vasistha rodasl (7.96.1) "It is
Sarasvatl (accusative) that I will glorify (= worship) with hymns (instrumental) / And with praises (instrumental), O Vasistha, (as well as) both
worlds (accusative)!"—compare dgne vis'vebhir agnibhir I devebhir
mahaya girah (3.12.4) "O Agni, together with all the (other) Agnis I (And)
with the gods, make (my) songs (accusative) well-formed."
vand- "to praise," "to glorify;" "to elevate (in prayers)," "to worship:"
gira vandasva maruto aha (8.20.20) "Praise then the Maruts with laudatory
speech" (= worship) —compare vandarus te tanvdm vande agne (1.147.2)
"As thy eulogizer I eulogize myself, O Agni."
stu- "to laud," "to praise:" eto nv indram stdvama I s'uddhdm s'uddhena
samna (8.95.7) "Come here now! We shall laud (= worship) Indra the pure
with a pure tune!" (a rare construction for this verb—with an instrumental).
Compare the following typical construction:

"I will now praise, O Indra, thy previous great (deeds). /We also will praise
(thy) present deeds. / I will praise the vajra in (thy) hands, (which is)
desirous (of feats). I will praise the bay pair, the signs of the Sun."
arc- "to shine," "to flash;" "to sing," "to laud;" "to worship;" abhi +
arc- "to eulogize:" . . . drcantindrarn marutah sadhdsthe (5.29.6) "The
Maruts began to praise (= to worship) Indra on the spot;" abhi tydm vlrdm
girvanasam area- I indram brdhmana jaritar ndvena (6.50.6) "Sing
(= worship) that hero, the praise-loving one, /Indra (accusative), with a new
prayer (instrumental) O singer (or: "O worshipper")!"—compare drcamarkdm ndre vis'rutaya (1.62.1) "We shall sing a song (accusative) for the
famous hero (dative)" (Indra).
ga- "to sing;" "to eulogize;" abhi+ga- "to eulogize:" gaye tva ndmasa
gird (8.46.17) "I sing (I worship) thee (accusative) with reverence (and)
praise-song;"42 abhi vo vlrdm dndhaso mddesu gaya I gira maha
vicetasam I indram ... (8.46.14) "Intoxicated by Soma, eulogize your hero,
the perspicacious Indra (accusative), with a lofty song (instrumental)"—
compare tigmdjambhaya tdrundya rajate I prdyo gayasy agndye (8.19.22)
"For the sharp-toothed, young, glittering I Agni (dative) thou art singing (the
ear's) delight (accusative)."
gar-lgir- "to invoke," "to praise," "to proclaim:" tagrnlhi namasyebhih
iusaih I sumnebhir indravdruna cakana (6.68.3) "Sing (praise) Indra and
Varuna (accusative), (who) seek pleasure in favors, with hymns (instrumental) worthy of (their) worship!;" sdmiddham agnim samidha gira grne
(6.15.7) "I praise (I worship) the ignited Agni (accusative) with fire-wood
(instrumental), with speech (instrumental)."
Although the verbs of the group do not differ in their semantics as
widely as do the verbs of "giving," the lexical differences among them are
quite noticeable. When used in identical syntactic structures, in an overall
ritual context, these verbs acquire a common meaning: "To worship (a
deity) by various means."
In the study of Vedic language it is necessary to draw a line between
synonymy as a linguistic phenomenon and the isofunctional use of signs that
encode various units of other semiotic systems such as myth, ritual, etc. In
his analysis of the semantic structure of the Rg Veda, in particular of one of
its oldest fragments, cosmogony, viewed as a single text, Boris Oguibenine
demonstrated that a number of attributes of the Vedic deities can be
regarded as isofunctional and treated as variants of the elementary cosmogonic act [30].43 Such attributes include the following actions: to establish, to
fix a support (ruh- causative, etc.); to be an intermediary in creating space
(antdr + car-, etc.); to hold fast, keeping the distance between the two
cosmic zones; to be the basis (stabh-, etc.); to fill the space (prd-, etc.); to be

stdva nit ta indra purvya mahany
utd stavama nutana krtani
stdva vdjram bahvor uSdntam
stdva hdrl suryasya ketu (2.11.6)
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undivided, embracing the whole creation {eka- bhu-, etc.); to outgrow the
universe (pra + ric-, etc.). The semantic invariant in this series may be
defined as "to create an ordered universe, or Cosmos" as opposed to Chaos.
This is a matter of the functions of signs in a certain fragment of a mythological system. But the verbs and phrases that encode the units of this
system—the author calls them "attributes" of mythological characters—
cannot be considered synonyms.
The isomorphism of the macro- and microcosmic levels can be manifested, for instance, in the identification of the units of different levels, such
as myth and ritual. In linguistics, this phenomenon appears as the problem
of double reference (see above).
The play with different signs that encode a single mythological character in different contexts cannot be viewed as related to linguistic
synonymy, either. If, for example, in some cases the sun is called "a bird"
(patamgd-, suparnd-), and its course "the bird's foot print;" and elsewhere it
appears as "a horse" (etas'a-), we still cannot regard the words "bird" and
"horse" as synonymous in the Rg Veda. A further instance concerns Soma:
in various contexts the Soma-juice, the basis of the drink of immortality, is
variously called "mead" (mddhu-), "clarified butter—ghee" (ghrtd-),
"milk" (pdyas-), "rain" (vrsti-), and so on. Since each of these words can
refer to different denotates in the hymns, the intricacies of the nominations
and references of this text in general should become quite evident. The same
applies to synonymy, polysemy, and metaphorical usage in the narrow
sense.
The wide use made of synonymy in the Rg Veda, wherein all the main
word-classes are involved (verbs, nouns, and adjectives), has been given
various interpretations. According to one hypothesis, this phenomenon can
be reduced to the undifferentiated use of words that belong to a lofty and a
low style, a confusion that could be the starting point for reconstructing a
more archaic PIE opposition between the "languages of men and gods. This
interpretation which is based on a comparison of other Indo-European
poetic traditions, should be thoroughly checked in synchrony, i.e., "from the
inside," judging the facts on purely internal grounds.
The problem of the two opposed languages (that is, "the language of
gods" and "the language of men") as attested in some ancient IndoEuropean poetic traditions, was studied most thoroughly, both in a general
way and with detailed investigation of concrete facts, by Hermann Giintert.
First, he analysed the language of the Avesta; more precisely, he made a
systematic study of the function of synonyms in this text [93.1-34J. As the
author stresses on the very first pages, this function conformed to
Zarathustra's dualistic outlook: when designating the same notion, the

Avesta can use various synonyms depending on the context, that is, when
speaking about Ahura Mazda's followers or about his enemies, the daevas.
The sum total of the words that have positive figures, their attributes and
actions as their referents, constitutes the Ahuric language, and the words
describing demons the Daevic language. The Daevic words are characterized by negative emotional connotations or by a semantic component that
deprives an action of its neutral meaning (for instance, "to run" as compared
with "to go"). The Daevic words may have rude or colloquial overtones,
while the Ahuric words are, generally speaking, emotionally neutral; that is
why the Ahuric vocabulary may sometimes be applied to the description of
the daevas, but the opposite does not occur. But the Ahuric words also include stylistically elevated literary devices of the kenning-type. In this way,
to put it in modern terms, the marked members of a privative opposition are
the Daevic words (i.e., presence/absence of a distinctive feature). This
phenomenon is rather widely attested in the Avesta, and such stylistic polarization concerns whole lexical classes (for example, body-parts, verbs of
motion, etc.), though some strata are not involved in this opposition. The
undoubted merit of the author's work consists in the study of the function of
language in a given text, wherein he is able to show the ways in which "the
model of the universe" of the authors of the text regulated the function of its
vocabulary. "The split of the whole cosmos into two parts should also cut
through the Avestan language," as Giintert put it, thinking about the basic
tenets of Zarathustrianism [93.28].
The next stage in research concerning the "language of gods" and the
"language of men" was the study of Greek and Old Norse material. In
Guntert's classic "On the language of gods and spirits" [94] this opposition
is traced in the Homeric epics and in the "Speeches of Alvis" (Alvissmdl) of
the Elder Edda. His basic basic idea is that prehistoric man saw the name as
containing the essence of its bearer; this entails a belief in the magic power
of the word, the necessity to conceal one's name, the existence of hidden
names known only to priests and witches, etc. The belief in the existence of
a special "divine language" (or the language of spirits, good or bad) is also
rooted in archaic conceptions of the power of words.
In the Homeric poems there are only six cases of a single denotate with
double designates, but the attribution to "the language of gods or men" is
explicitly stated in the text. In four cases the opposed pairs occur, while in
two only the "divine" words are attested. Giintert noted that the
"Geistersprache" vocabuarly seems to belong to the ordinary Greek of the
time (within which it is not an ad-hoc formation), while the words of the
"Gottersprache" are quite foreign to everyday speech and should be seen as
poetic descriptive terms. This elevated style is characterized by two main
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categories: sacral archaisms and sacral metaphors.
The Old Norse material was represented by a fragment very similar to
the Old Indian brahmodya, cosmologic riddles which constituted the basis
of the sacred knowledge of the Brahman-priests. In the Edda the god Thor
asks the dwarf Alvis—in order to expose and punish him—about the names
of various cosmic elements in the language of men and in the languages of
various mythic figures, such as the Ases, the Vans, the giants, the elves, and
the dwarves. Alvis's answers are made up of strings of synonyms that could
be explained—according to Guntert—by techniques of versification and
alliteration. The Scandinavian author adhered to the archaic concept of a
special "language of gods'" an innovative feature may be seen in the redistribution of this language among several classes of mythic beings. This tradition also contains sacral archaisms and metaphors.
In this connection, Guntert cites the views of the Old Indian grammarians who were themselves guardians of the sacred poetic speech.44 He
observes that the language of gods is represented by the Vedic hymns; an
idea that shall require our attention further on. A new stage in the study of
this problem is marked by introducing Old Irish linguistic data.45 Using the
Old Irish grammatical tradition—mainly The Scholars' Primer (Auraicept
na n-Eces), a treatise on grammar and poets compiled in the eighth through
tenth century AD—Calvert Watkins discovered three language-type
oppositions: 1) ordinary - archaic (gndthberla - senberla); 2) professional
- poetic (berla na Feine) - berla na filed); 3) select, cultivated - secret,
hidden (berla tobaide - berla fortchuide) [ 154.1 -17]. Watkins reduced these
oppositions, mentioned by the Old Irish grammarians, to an original binary
opposition between a neutral, semantically unmarked member and a marked
member (one or more) with a distinctive feature. We should interpret in this
way the opposition between the "language of gods"—and the "language of
men" (i.e., between the neutral and the marked member) in all those ancient
Indo-European traditions where this contrast can be attested. As for the Old
Irish pattern, the right-hand members are the marked ones and represent the
language of sacred poetry (archaic, poetic, secret).
The last of the Old Irish oppositions has been the object of Watkin's
special attention, since in form (both members are passive past participles)
they have a perfect counterpart in the Old Indian terms for different kinds of
language: samskrta- "perfect"—prakrta "crude, raw." Such a parallel is
also of interest in the interpretation of the Old Indian tradition.
Both Guntert and Watkins pay special attention to a passage from a late
Vedic text (Satapatha-Brahmana 10.4.6.1) that uses various synonyms for
"horse" in a marked context: hdyo bhutva devan avahad vajl gandharvan
drva asuran aSvo manusyan "As Mya he carried the gods, as vajin—the

Gandharvas, as drvan—the Asuras, as diva—men." According to Watkins,
diva- here is the unmarked member of the opposition, while the other synonyms are the marked ones and belong to an elevated poetic style [151.5].
No examples of a similar distribution of synonyms have been adduced
from the Rg Veda by these scholars. Nor are the "language of gods" and
"language of men" directly attested in the Rg Veda, as is the case with the
Homeric poems. It is known from the hymns that Vac, Sacred Speech, was
deified and regarded as a mighty cosmogonic force (10.125), that its innermost part is secret, it is hidden from the people and only the Brahmans can
attain it (1.164.45). Nevertheless, the notion of these two languages was
known to the Old Indian tradition, and it can be met, for instance, in the
Mahabharata:
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yasmat ksaram atlto 'ham aksarad api c' ottamah
ato 'smi loke vede ca prathitah purus' ottamah (Bhagavad Glta, 15.18)
"Since I have surpassed the transient and am higher than the intransient, thus
I am known as the supreme person both in ordinary speech (loke) and in the
Veda (vede)." Zaehner translated this passage as: "so am I extolled in Vedic
as in common speech . . . " [58.368]46 which seems quite convincing. This
interpretation is also corroborated by devices of sound symbolism. The
center of the verse is taken up by sound play ksara - aksara, i.e., "transient"
- "intransient," but the word aksara also has the meanings of "word,"
"syllable," "the sacred syllable om." The contrast between loke and vede is
obviously archaic and reflects the Common Indo-European opposition
between the "language of men" and the "language of gods." The fact that it
appears in the Mahabharata, while there is no trace of it in the Rg Veda,
cannot be claimed as a sign of its lateness. There are plenty of cases in which
definitely archaic phenomena, absent from or obscured in the Rg Veda
because of its circumscribed cultic content, appear in later Vedic literature
(for example, in the Brahmanas) or in the epics.
As Guntert notes, referring to Liebich's study [102], the Old Indian
grammarians (even such late ones as Kumarila) regarded the whole of the
Rg Veda as the "language of gods." The contrast between poetic and common everyday speech is maintained in the Old Indian grammatical tradition.
Panini defines it as the opposition between chandas and bhasa, that is,
"metrical Vedic language" and "colloquial speech" 47 (compare bhas- "to
speak"), and the rules that he prescribed for bhasa are constantly broken in
chandas. Katyayana designates this opposition as laukikavaidikesu "in the
colloquial speech and in the Vedic language," which is directly related to the
Bhagavad Glta passage quoted above.
The Buddhist tradition—and in very different literary genres, at that—
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also preserves the notion of two quite distinct languages. There is a passage
in the well-known Buddhist philosophical treatise Tarkasamgraha, written
in Sanskrit: vakyam dvividham vaidikam laukikam ceti I vaidikam
Isvaroktatvat sarvam api pramanam I laukikam tv-aptavakyam pramanam I
anyad apramanam [140.53; 349]48 "There are two kinds of utterances:
Vedic and colloquial. The Vedic one is completely true because of the
divine nature of expression. But the colloquial one is true only in the case of
its expression by an authority. The rest is untrue." Here have the same formal opposition of vaidika—laukika that occurs in Katyayana's phrase.
Finally, one of the PallJatakas mentions Indra's two different names,
one of which is current in the world of the gods, and the other among
mortals.49

synonyms related to the opposition between the gods and the asuras along
the Avestan lines. ,
There is another reason, a very important one as far as the Rg Veda is
concerned. In this text the Asuric world of chaos and evil is basically
tabooed: it is not described, but is passed over in silence. If the Avesta
exposes and indicts the daevas, in the Rg Veda we observe nothing of the
kind. It is rather indicative that Gonda's book on epithets in the Rg Veda
contains long lists of divine epithets, while those of the demons are almost
absent [79.130]. The world of the gods and everything related to it, the
world of their priests and poets, is described in rather abundant detail. Of
course, it is true that the cult language is quite esoteric and as such does not
yield clear and unambiguous information.
As has been mentioned above, inherent in the Vedic vocabulary is a
constant play on polysemy that can pass over into autonymy, depending on
the inclusion of a given word in the "auspicious" or the "inauspicious"
zones—the so-called "ambivalent" stratum of the lexicon, in Renou's terms.
The same applies to shifts in the lexical meaning of a word, the modulation
of its conversive meanings within the "auspicious" zone in the case of its
divine or human application. Only a small group is constituted by ambivalent words in the latter case. Much more numerous and structurally diversified are the words with conversive meanings.
Summing up, one may say that the function of synonyms in the Rg Veda
is based on rules quite different from those of the Avesta. These rules, in
their turn, have an extralinguistic foundation in the differences between the
religious outlooks of these two texts. The procedure adopted by
Leonard G. Hertzenberg in this connection [4.18ff.] does not seem quite
justified. He regularly adduces Old Indian examples in order to illustrate the
stylistic opposition between the Avestan Ahuric and Daevic synonyms, but
the Old Indian facts can serve only as evidence of a genetic relationship
between the two languages; they do not shed any light on the Avestan distribution of the corresponding synonyms.
A few examples will suffice to show that any functional parallels in the
distribution of synonyms between the Rg Veda and the Avesta are nonexistent. Giintert already noted that Ahuric words, being neutral, could
sometimes be applied to the daevas, but the reverse was not possible.
Daevic words had no referents in the Ahuric sphere since they possessed
clearly negative emotional connotations. In that case the correct method
seems to require asking the question: can a given Avestan Daevic word refer
to "auspicious" notions of the Rg Veda? It could be useful to discuss in this
light some of the Avestan oppositions treated by Hertzenberg.
"To go, walk"—Ahuric car-; Daevic pat-. In the Rg Veda car- has the
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Yamahu devesu Sujampatiti
Maghava ti nam ahu manussaloke . . .

[71.403-4]

"(Him) who is called Sujampati among the gods, they call Maghavan in the
world of men." It is remarkable that in Pall too the word loka refers to men
and their speech while Indra's, name is a kenning in the "language of the
gods."
This subject awaits further exploration, but even a first approach makes
it evident that the Old Indian tradition as a whole has preserved a deeprooted notion of the "languages of gods and men." At various stages this
opposition was expressed in-different ways, one of which is represented by
veda - loka, or vaidika - laukika.
Thus, if we are not able to discover in the Rg Veda any manifest contrast between the "language of gods" and the "language of men," this fact
cannot be accidental and should be carefully examined. The form that this
opposition acquired in the Avesta, the nearest relation to the Rg Veda
among other Indo-European texts (the Ahuric language vs. the Daevic language), would not be possible in the hymns, because of the fundamental
differences in the basic concepts. The Rg Veda has not clear-cut duality,
that "split," in Giintert's previously quoted words, which divides the
Avestan cosmos in two halves. The opposition between <ievas-gods and
asuras-demons (inverted as compared with the Avesta) is attested in this
text, but the asuras are quite ambivalent as members of this opposition. This
problem has produced an abundant literature, and most recently has been
minutely and consistently analysed by Kuiper [100].50 There are gods who
are called asuras (the Adityas, in the first place), and there is a story about
some mythic figures going from the Father-.A.rara over to the gods (10.124),
etc. Since the Vedic system of religious beliefs is radically different from
that of the Avesta it would be a mistake to expect a similar differentiation of
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meaning "to wander," and pat- "to fly" (as primary, basic meanings). The
verb pat- encodes the principal act of the Asvins who fly swiftly across the
sky and rush precipitately in order to aid the adorator, for example, 8.1.6:

Probably, it was just superfluous from the point of view of their communicative aims. The goal of the text was communication with the gods; it was
produced and preserved in a self-contained priestly Brahmanical milieu,
where the art of hymn composition was traditional. The poets adhered to the
canonical poems of the "former Rsin" that were thought to be of semi-divine
origin, sacred knowledge (veda) was revelation or illumination, and the
poets and priests were mediators between gods and men. Such a go-between
ought to speak to the gods in their own language, and that language, in
Vedic terms, had been revealed by the gods to the "former Rsis" in ancient
times. In the poet's view, the addressee of the communication act was a
deity, not a man, and therefore there could be no question of the "language
of men" in the hymns of the Rg Veda itself.
The language of the Vedic cult poetry displays all those features which,
in Giintert's opinion, were typical of the Common Indo-European
"language of gods." Sacral archaisms and sacral metaphors are the prime
characteristics of its style. But the originality of the lexical function of this
text is based on a consistent play of polysemy and on the interplay of
conversive meanings within a single word. The choice of a particular meaning in a given context largely depends on the inclusion of the word in a
particular mythological zone or social sphere.
Thus, if the "language of gods" has been preserved in the form of the
Vedic hymns, the problem of the "language of men" of that period is much
more complicated, since no evidence of such a language has come down to
us. One has to be satisfied with surmises and hypotheses, based on the Rg
Veda itself. We shall deal with the subject in a rather cursory way, as it is
only of tangential importance for our discussion.
There are some grounds for the supposition that the spoken language
during the period of the composition of the Rg Veda was of the Middle
Indian type; this is a purely linguistic, not a chronological attribution. At
least, that language was characterized by strong Middle Indian tendencies;
still, both languages, one of the cult and the other of everyday life, shared
the background of a common dialect.51
At present there can be no doubt that the language of the Rg Veda was
receptive to various borrowings from the non-Indo-European substratum
languages;* another source was the Indo-Aryan vernacular, where the
origin of the so-called Prakritisms is usually sought. These Prakritisms in
the language of the cult poetry (which we understand largely through the
work of Paul Tedesco, Thomas Burrow and Manfred Mayrhofer), necessarily pose the problem of their origin. The solution requires several hypotheses concerning the linguistic situation in India at the turn of the second and
first millennia BC, and particularly the relationship between the cultic and
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yddantdriksepdtathahpurubhujalyddvemewdasldnu ... "When you two
fly through the air, O much-needed ones, / Or when (you fly) along these two
worlds . . . ." The verb pat- also encodes the movements of Surya, Vata,
Indra, the Maruts, etc. In connection with the demons it is used very rarely
as, for instance, in 7.104.18: grbhaydta raksdsah sdm pinastana I vdyo ye
bhutvl patdyanti naktdbhir . . . "Grab the rakshasas, crush (them) / Who,
having become birds, fly (about) in the nights!."
"An eye"—Ahuric doijra-; Daevic as-. In the Rg Veda, the Daevic ashas an etymological cognate in the heteroclitic stem dksi-laksi-, aksdn-. It is
usually applied to Soma, Agni, the Asvins, and other gods, to the worshippers of the Aryan gods and to various deified objects, for example, 10.21.7:
tvam yajnesv rtvijam I carum ague ni sedire I ghrtdpratlkam mdnuso . . .
Sukrdm cetistham aksdbhir..." "It is thee, O Agni, whom people seated as
the dear priest at the offerings—the ghee-faced, the bright one, the keenest
observer with eyes . . . ;" compare 1.72.10: " . . . divo ydd aksl amfta
dkrnvan" ... when they created the two immortal eyes of heaven" (i.e., the
sun and the moon).
"A host, army"—Ahuric spasa-; Daevic haena-. The noun sena-, corresponding to the Daevic word, does not necessarily denote the "enemy
troops" and serves as a general term in the Rg Veda. It is applied to Dasa's
host (5.30.9), but also to Agni's host (8.75.7), to that of the Maruts
(1.186.9), of Soma (9.96.1), and some other deities. There also occur the
compounds indrasena (feminine nomen proprium) (literally "Indra's,
host"), devasena"a divine host" (10.103.8).
The number of examples can be easily increased, but even those mentioned make it evident that the rules governing the distribution of synonyms
and their "social stratification" differ widely in the Rg Veda and in the
Avesta.
After this short discussion of the Common Indo-European opposition
between the "language of gods"—and the "language of men" as applied to
the Vedic hymns, some conclusions are called for. The most probable interpretation seems to be the "internal" one, that is, the one suggested by the Old
Indian tradition itself. According to the latter, the Rg Veda as a text, as a
document in toto, is considered to be the "language of gods" as opposed to
everyday colloquial speech. This position is reflected in the post-Rg Vedic
Old Indian literature, and in grammatical and philosophical treatises of
various schools.
Within the text of the hymns this opposition does not manifest itself.
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the spoken languages of the Aryans. Renou, in his "Introduction generale"
to the Wackernagel-Debrunner grammar [148.63a] put forward his suggestions in very careful but somewhat contradictory terms. In his opinion, the
Rg Veda represents the state of language before the tenth century BC
[148.1]. It was an artificial language, different from the vernacular [148: 2].
The phonetic basis of the priests' spoken language was identical with that of
the hymns. But outside of the priestly milieu a more popular language was
in use which was distinguished by all the main features of an Early Middle
Indian type of the Pall variety; some of the forms, attested in the Rg Veda,
seem to confirm this thesis[148.7]. There was no full-fledged Prakrit at the
time, though some Middle Indian traits seem to have made their appearance
[148.54-55 (note)].
A synchronic analysis of the Rg Vedic language makes it possible to
pick out—at each level—some tendencies that greatly resemble those of
Middle Indian. They are most noticeable in syntagmatics and even more
prominent in phonetics. One can mention the tendency to keep the hiatus
caused by the nonautomatic treatment of glide-clusters (niak, yujia-, tanua-,
etc.), the disyllabic scansion of long vowels in certain grammatical forms
and lexemes (Genitive case plural: -am—disyllabic, dhursu—trisyllabic,
etc.), the relaxation of external vocalic sandhi rules, the appearance of intrusive vowels in some consonant-clusters (ind'ra-, smdtlsumdt, etc.), the
sporadic voicing of single intervocalic voiceless stops {nathitd-lnadhitd-),
and a number of other phonetic phenomena along the Middle Indian lines. In
morphology there are several well-known flexions and affixes that are
absent from Sanskrit but persist in Middle Indian. In addition, some
syntagmatic peculiarities recall those of Middle Indian: they include a wider
range of combinational distribution of some Vedic morphemes as compared
with Sanskrit [7], and they use the injunctive in a wide range of temporal
meanings that could be reflected in the augmentless preterites in all Middle
Indian languages, where the personal paradigm in the past tenses was preserved exclusively in this type. Some syntactic peculiarities of the Rg Veda
can be explained within the framework of the hypothesis that there was a
common dialect background for both Vedic and Middle Indian languages.
The syncope of endings (compare the group-flexion in some Prakrits) of the
cases when the bare stem or the stem with a lengthened final vowel assumes
the role of various caseforms, is an example which supports this hypothesis.
The presence of such Middle Indian tendencies, manifested to various
degrees at various levels of the Rg Veda language, allows us to hypothesize
that the "language of men" at that time was represented by a kind of Prakrit
(in the broadest sense of the term). It is probable that the oldest name for the
sacral language used by the Vedic Aryans was vac- [38.178]. In this way,

the original opposition ("language of gods" vs. "language of men") is represented by vac
prakrta- in the Old Indian tradition. With the passage of
time, as the language of the hymns and the goddess Vac, Sacred Speech
personified, became relics of the distant past, the left-hand member of the
opposition was replaced by samskrta-, isomorphous with the right-hand
member.
This is the most general sketch of the development of the tradition of
the "language of gods" vs. the "language of men" in ancient India, the origin
of which is to be sought in the "divine language" of the Vedic hymns.
Generally speaking, the lexical level reflects the "model of the universe" of a speakers' community in a most obvious and immediate manner.
In the study of such an archaic cult document as the Rg Veda, in the study of
the function of its vocabulary, it is necessary to reckon with the peculiarities
of the Vedic mythological system, as well as with the intimate intertwining
of religious and magical strands of thought, which constituted the originality of Vedic man.
As is well known, the mythological system of the Rg Veda is rather
heterogeneous. The central place is held by a pantheon in which the individual gods are more or less anthropomorphic. But this part has close ties
with other fragments of another kind of mythological patterning, wherein
the gods are zoomorphic, or in which some cosmic or landscape elements
are deified, or abstract ideas, "notions," are personified.52 There are no
clear-cut distinctions between these heterogeneous modes of mythological
patterning.
It is widely held that the so-called "abstract deities," i.e., the personified
abstract notions or agents, represent a later mode of patterning [see , for
example, 106.115]. Undoubtedly, there are some grounds for this assertion,
since a number of "abstract deities" make their first appearance in the last
and latest Book Ten. But some personified abstract "notions" have have
been attested since the oldest "family" mandalas: moreover, the general
situation is considerably obscured by the general Vedic tendency to give a
magic interpretation to various abstract notions such as "force," "energy,"
"might," "deception," "enmity," and many others. Consequently, in the text
these notions sometimes acquire an existence of their own, half-independent
of those figures that are usually regarded as the bearers of these qualities
[84.30].
Although the Rg Veda is a document of the higher hieratic cult as distinct from the Atharva Veda, a collection of magic charms, some Atharvanic
motifs are altogether apparent in the hymns. Not only have some charms and
incantations found their way into the Rg Veda, but the affinity runs deeper:
they share the common belief in the power of the word that can influence
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real life, they connect the name and the nature of the object so named, etc.
The problem of the personified and impersonal nature of deified forces
and objects in the Rg Veda was first raised by Gonda in his discussion of the
god Agni's definition as "the son of strength" [86]. He observed that here the
shift from "an impersonal potency" to "a divine person" is made so easily as
to be hardly noticeable [86.6]. In the Vedic poet's mind "a divine being is a
power-substance, has it, and is to realize it" [86.35]. Powers that belong to
various areas of nature can assume concrete forms and can enter the gods
and even mortals [86.66]. In this connection Gonda discusses several passages of the Rg Veda that involve the translation of several words for
"power" {sdhas, ojas, tdvas, etc.) proposed by Geldner and their
(im)personal treatment in the Bohtlingk-Roth and Grassmann Dictionaries.
Although Gonda correctly stressed the purely mythological aspect of the
problem, he also drew attention to its linguistic consequences: the
ambiquity of some nouns with the suffixes -as, -ti, -man in the Rg Veda,
where in some contexts they can be interpreted as abstracts, denoting
impersonal forces and agent nouns, as substantives, and as adjectives, corresponding to definite mythic figures. Linguistic ambiguity, in this case, is a
consequence of the corresponding part of the outlook of the "model of the
universe."
The linguistic manifestation of the mythological relationship between
gods and powers should be seen in a still wider framework. Vedic language
reflects this relationship in the semantics of a number of nominal stems
(radical, -ti, -as, -man), and in the peculiarities of their gender system.
The root-stems are much more widely represented in the Rg Veda then
in any later text, both as independent words—although their paradigms are
usually defective—and as final members of compounds. This archaic stemclass combines the grammemes of all the three genders. Since the neuter is
extremely rare, only the masculine and the feminine will concern us here.
These stems function as substantives as well as adjectives. Since the
inflexion is not gender-differentiated, the gender can be determined only
with the help of an adjective or participle in agreement. Sometimes the gender determination is apparent from the context, in cases where the root-noun
refers to a male or a female. For example, raj- (m.) "king," (f.) "queen"
(with prefix-derivatives): dvayan agne rathino vims'atim ga I vadhumato
maghdva mdhyam samrat I abhyavard cayamano dadati I. . . (6.27.8) "O
Agni, (horse-)pairs with chariots, twenty bulls / with cows the generous
great king grants me /Abhyavartin, Cayamana's son" / (where the masculine gender of samrat is deduced from the concord); utd gna vyantu
devdpatriir I indrdny agnayy asvinl rat (5.46.8) "And the divine wives shall
also come willingly, the gods' spouses, Indrdnl, Agnayi (and) Asvinl the

queen" (where the gender of rat is determined by its reference to a goddess).
An archaic distribution of gender grammemes can be observed with
relation to the semantics of the root-stems. Those with the abstract meaning
of action nouns are feminine, but when functioning as agent nouns they are
usually masculine substantives, or adjectives. Renou remarked that the
agent noun meaning in this case can often be regarded as rather superficial:
The proper meaning of sridh-, mfdh-, ris-, spfdh-, dvis- is more like
"enmity" (with additional overtones) than "enemy," although—when
required— they can then shift to the masculine" [120.146].
It seems that this semantic rule of gender-grammeme distribution of the
root-stems served as the basis for the authors of the classic dictionaries (that
is, the Great Petersburg Dictionary, and in particular, Grassmann's) in their
ascription of gender to Vedic root-nouns, notwithstanding the fact that there
are a number of contexts wherein the gender cannot be determined either
syntactically (i.e., by means of concord), or with reference to a particular
denotate. The very semantics of a stem (abstract or concrete) is often quite
vague; and this vagueness would be common, since it is a reflection of the
features of the "model of the universe" we have been discussing. We shall
illustrate this indeterminacy of the root-stems with a few examples.
gir- (adjective) "celebrating," "praising;" (masculine) "singer,"
"eulogizer;" (feminine) "(praise-)song," "eulogy:"
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pdrito vaydve sutam
gira indraya matsardm
dvyo vdresu sincata (9.63.10)

"From here make libation-rounds for Vayu, for Indra, of the pressed intoxicating (Soma), O eulogies (or: O eulogizers), onto the sheep strainer!" The
lexical meaning of girah can be either abstract or concrete (there is no indication of gender in this phrase). From the point of view of grammar, at the
beginning of the line girah is either vocative plural or accusative plural.
Hence the possibiity of different interpretations; thus, Geldner translates:
"Ergiesset von da dem Vayu den ausgepressten {Soma), die Lobreden, fur
Indra den berauschenden {Soma) auf die, Schafhaare," referring in his commentary to Sayana and to Ludwig, who understood girah as "Sanger"
[74.3.47]. Renou's version is: "Tout autour (en partant) d'ici, versez pour
Vayu (le soma) presse (emettez) les chants, (versez le soma) enivrant / pour
Indra, dans (le tamis en) piols de brebis" [118.8.36]. In his commentary he
cites Oldenberg and Neisser who, for various reasons, decline to interpret
gir- as "singer," and he himself suggests an alternative: "arrosez (le soma,
objet de la) Louange" [118.8.94].
This example can serve as an illustration not so much of some kind of
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lack of differentiation in the "model of the universe" as reflected in
language, but rather of the difficulties of interpretation caused by a
nondiagnostic context, which is frequent in the Rg Veda. The designations
of various evil forces vacillate between personified and impersonal ones in
the hymns, and the linguistic conditions facilitate the ambiguity in
nondiagnostic contexts.
driih- (adjective) "harmful;" (masculine, feminine) "the
harmful one;"53 (feminine) "harm," "injury," "evil."

destroying enemies" (or: "enmities"); Geldner's choice: "die Feinde," and
Renou's "les inimities" [118.13.72].
Both contexts are nondiagnostic and contain analogous constructions.
The choice between an abstract and a concrete meaning of the noun dvisremains difficult.
pari-badh- (feminine) "a torturer, tormentor:"
bhindhi vis'vd dpa dvisah Ipdribadho jahi mfdhah (8.45.40) "Smash all the
haters (feminine)! Kill the tormentors, (all those) despising (us)!;" this is an
interesting example since all the three accusatives belong to the root-stems
under discussion. The first is modified by an adjective in the feminine. Their
semantics may be defined as the semi-personified treatment of an abstract
notion.
nid- (feminine) "mockery," "invective," "scorn;" "a mocker," "a
contempton" although the majority of passages is nondiagnostic from the
formal point of view, a clear correlation between the feminine and the
abstract meaning can be detected. Nevertheless, a few rare cases remain
obscure, for example; yuvdm suryam vividdthur yuvdm svdr I viSvd tdmamsy
ahatam nidds ca (6.72.1) "You two have found the sun (and also) the sky;
you have crushed all (kinds of) darkness (plural) and the mockers." Geldner
translated nidds ca as "und die Schmaher," referring to the commentary of
Sayana, who thought that the asuras were meant; but an abstract meaning is
quite conceivable here.
bhid- (adjective) "a breaker, destroyer;" (feminine) "splitting;" "a
split," "a breach:" bhindt puro nd bhido ddevlr . . . (1.174.8) "Break, like
fortresses, the ungodly (feminine) breaches (?)!" (or: "the godless breakers"
(?) Geldner has: "Brich die gottlosen Einbriiche (?) wie ihre Burgen;"
Renou: "Brise comme des citadelles les brisures ennemies") [118.17.51]. In
Grassmann's dictionary this bhid- is regarded as an agent noun; "Spalter,
Verwunder, Zerstorer," and in the Great Petersburg Dictionary it is translated as "Wand."
bhuj- (feminine) "tasting," "enjoyment, delight;" concrete: "one who
tastes:" the usual one is the abstract meaning, for example: sd tvdm na indra
surye so apsv I dndgdstvd a bhaja jivaSamse I mantaram bhujam a rlriso
nah ... (1.104.6) "Thou, O Indra, do apportion us a share in the sun, in the
waters, / In blamelessness in the speech of the living! / Do not harm our
inner delightl . . . "
The following passage is more obscure: agnim lie bhujam ydvistham I
s'asa mitrdm durdhdntum (10.20.2) "I invoke Agni as the youngest of the
(sacrifice) tasters, I As a friend that can hardly be restrained with a command;" an abstract meaning of bhujam cannot be excluded outright ("as the
youngest of [all] delights"); moreover, mitrdm can also be interpreted in the
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tva yuja m khidat suryasyendraS
cakrdm sdhasa sadyd indo
ddhi sniina brhata vdrtamanam
maho druho dpa viSvayu dhayi (4.28.2)

"With thee as (his) ally Indra squeezed the wheel (of the Sun)—mightily, at
once, O Drop, / —(which) rolled along the high ridge (of the sky). / Taken
away is the whole term of life of (that) great (masculine) Harmful one;" here
druh- refers to Susna the demon: the following stanza tells of the slaughter
of the Dasyus by Indra and their burning by Agni; druham jighamsan
dhvardsam anindram I tetikte tigma tujdse dnlka ... (4.23.7) "Desiring to
crush the harmfulness, the pernicious one, not acknowledging Indra
(feminine), / He whets the sharp arrow-points for the attack,. . . :" in this
case druh- appears rather as a female personification of evil, not an abstract
idea; sd rnacid rnaya brdhmanas pdtir I druho hanta mahd rtdsya dhartdri
(2.23.7) "This Brahmanaspati is a collector of debts, a crime-avenger, / A
crusher of evil in upholding the great (universal) Law," where the abstract
meaning of druh- results from the opposition with rtd-; but its gender is
ambiguous as the context is nondiagnostic.
dvis- (feminine) "hate," "enmity;" personified:
"hate," "foe" (gender ambiguous):
te asmdbhyam Sdrma yamsann
amfta mdrtyebhyah
badhamana dpa dvisah (1.90.3)

"Let them give us protection, / The immortals to the mortal ones, / Driving
away enmities (accusative plural, or: "the enemies?");" both Geldner and
Renou translate dvisah as an abstract noun;
tdm tva vaydm havamahe
Srnvdntam jatdvedasam
dgne ghndntam dpa dvisah

(8.43.23)

"Such as (thou art) we invoke thee / The attentive Jatavedas, I O Agni,
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same sense ("as friendship . . . that cannot be stopped"). Geldner translates:
"den Jungsten der (Opfer)geniesser," compare his comments ad loc.
mrdh- (feminine) "fighting," "battle;" "an enemy:" most occurrences
are in the plural: paSca mfdho dpa bhavantu vtivas (10.67.11) "Let all
(feminine) the enemies be (left) far behind!" (or: "battles?"—but this idea
would be foreign to a Vedic Aryan); Geldner has the abstract "Alle
Unbilden," but his version does not contain the idea of enmity.
rip- (feminine) "deceit," "a trick;" "a deceiver:" all the dictionaries
label it feminine; nevertheless, several passages seem to offer a personified
understanding of this abstract notion, for example: yd indro hdrivan nd
dabhanti tarn ripo (7.32.12) "Him who is Indra, the owner of the bay
(horses), the deceivers will not harm."
ris- (feminine) "harm" or "a wrecker" (Bohtlingk-Roth, Grassmann):
all the contexts are nondiagnostic; the noun occurs mostly in the ablative
with verbs meaning "to protect," "to guard;" the passages are rather uniform
and admit of both meanings, and there is no formal indication of gender, for
example;

"Purifying thyself in the stream, O Soma, / (Drive) away all (feminine) the
renegades, O drop! / Slay the raksases, O fine-spirited one!;" in this context
sridhah should be interpreted as a personified abstract notion because of the
raksas-word in the next clause. However, Geldner suggests: "ver(bann) alle
Fehlschlage;" andRenou has: "re(foulant) toutes nocivites" [118.8.37].
The above examples show that for the most part this class of root-stems
denotes various abstract forces inimical to the Aryan and also perceived by
him as personified incarnations of all kinds of enemies.
Another class of nominal stems with analogous functions in the Rg
Veda consists of verbal stems with the suffix -ti; as Debrunner pointed out,
these derivatives have an abstract meaning [65.622], and their original
gender was feminine[65.642], for example: bhaj- "to apportion, to allot"—
bhakti- (feminine) "allotment," san- "to seize, to grab"—sad- (feminine)
"seizure," "booty, loot."
According to Benveniste, in the stems with the -ti- suffix the corresponding notion is regarded as something actually achieved, real and objective [55.93]. But in the Rg Veda there is a tendency, remarked on by some
scholars, to personify the abstract notions denoted by the stems in -ti-, so
that they often function as agent nouns; they either keep their feminine
gender or are tranferred to the masculine [65.636]. Still, there is a number of
contexts wherein the degree of personification of the stems in -ti- cannot be
established for certain. Some examples:
The root man- "to think," "to imagine."
mati- (feminine) "thought," "opinion;" concrete—
"the thinking one," "the understanding one:"

yd no maruto vrkdtati mdrtyo
riptir dadhe vasavo rdksata risdh
vartayata tdpusd cakriyabhi tdm
ova rudra aSdso hantana vddhah (2.34.9)

"That wily mortal, O Maruts, who placed us among wolves,—O Vasus,
protect us from harm), (or: "from the harmful one") / Run him over with a
red-hot wheel! O Rudras, (knock) the deadly weapon out of the accursed
(enemy's hand)! Kill (him)!" Geldner's version: "so schutzet uns vor
Schaden," Renou's: "gardeznous du dommage [lu'il peut nouscauser]!"
[115.10.26]. According to Sayana, a rakshas is meant here.
In addition, ris- occurs twice in an identical formula in the dative with
the verb dha- and a meaning close to that of an infinitive: ma no 'hir
budhnyd rise dhad... (5.41.16; 7.34.17) "Let the Serpent of the Depths not
give us up to harm!"
spfdh- (feminine) "fight(ing);" "an enemy, adversary:"
abhi spfdho mithatir drisanyann I amitrasya vyathayd manyiim indra
(6.25.2) "Reliable because of these (supports), stir the fighting (feminine)
enemies (and) the foe's fury, O Indra!."
sridh- (feminine) "one who errs, blunders;"
"a renegade" (Bohtlingk-Roth):
punandh soma dharayaindo visvd dpa sridhah
jahi rdksamsi sukrato (9.63.28)

tuviSusma tuvikrato
idcivo viSvaya mate
apapratha mahitvana
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(8.68.2)

"O (lord) of powerful fury, of powerful mind, / Might, all-comprehending
one, (literally "O thought about everything") / Thou hast filled (the world)
with (thy) greatness!."
dnumati- (feminine) "agreement," "approval;" proper noun of a goddess: jyok paiyema suryam uccdrantam I dnumate mrldya nah svasti
(10.59.6) "May we see the sun for a long time (to come)! / O AnumatiHarmony] Be kind to us for the sake of (our) happiness!"
somasya rajno vdrunasya dhdrmani
bfhaspdter dnumatya u idrmani
tdvahdm adyd maghavann upastutau
dhatar vidhatah kaldSdn abhaksayam

(10.167.3)
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"Following the statutes of Soma the King (and) Varuna, I Under the protection of Brhaspati and Anumati, I Today, O generous one, while praising
thee, O creater (and) establisher, I have drunk from the goblets."
This personified abstract notion is represented here as a goddess, and as
such it is used along with other theonyms.
prdmati- (feminine) "care," "protection;" "a protector:"
Since this noun usually appears in apposition, its lexical meaning remains
ambiguous, for example: tvam dnu prdmatim ajaganma (4.16.18) "To thee
have we come, to (thy) protection" (or: "to the protector"); yajno mdnuh
prdmatir nah pita hi kam (10.100.5) "Sacrifice (is) Manu, for it is our
protection (or: "protector") and father;" Geldner: "denn es ist unsere
Vorsehung und Vater."
durmati- (feminine) "hostility," "envy;" "an evil-wisher," "envier:"
vfsa s'usmena badhate vi durmatlr I adedis'anah s'aryaheva Surudhah
(9.70.5) "The bull in fury pursues the envious people (feminine), / Like an
archer, aiming at (his) prey;" Geldner and Renou [118.9.20] offer the same
interpretation.
abhimati-, (feminine) "pursuit," "attack;" "pursuer," "attacker:"
agne sdhasva pftana abhimatir dpasya (3.24.1) "O Agni, win the
battles, drive away the pursuers (feminine); Geldner: "treibe die Nachsteller
fort;" Renou: "repousse les pensees agressives" [118.12.65].
upamati- (feminine) "appeal for help;"
"one who can be approached for help," "friendly:"

abhitas cekite vdsu I dtah samgfbhyabhibhuta a bhara (1.53.3) "For it is thy
wealth that is so eye-catching on all sides! / Taking of it, bring (something)
here, O superior one!" (or: "O superiority / incarnate / ")—both interpretations are admissible; tdsmin mimatham abhibhuty djah (4.41.4) "Upon it
you two shall measure (your) superior (neuter) power!"—an adjective.
prdbhuti- (feminine) "power," "possession," "might;" "ruler;" "powerful:" agne rayo nftamasya prdbhutau I bhuyama te sustutdyas' ca vdsvah
(3.18.3) (literally: "O Agni, let us be fine extollers of thy goods, possessing
the bravest wealth!"—with an abstract meaning; asma u su prdbhutaye I
vdrunaya marudbhyo I 'rca vidustarebhyah . . . (8.41.1) "I want to sing
beautiful praise to this lord Varuna (or: "to Varuna the power") (and) to the
Maruts, the wisest ones . . . "—meaning unclear. Geldner in his translation
treats prdbhutaye as an infinitive "das es ihm geniige" (which is
unconvincing), but adds in the commentary that an adjectival meaning is
also possible. Renou translates: "A ce (dieu) Varuna le dominateur"
[118.5.72], and specifies in his commentary: "prabhuti 'domination
(incarnee)" [118.7.28].
vibhuti- "all-embracing," "mighty," "strong:" only the adjectival meaning is attested in the Rg Veda: maham dnunam tavdsam vibhutim I
matsaraso jarhrsanta prasaham (6.17.4) "The great, the perfect, the strong,
the all-embracing one (Indra) / Let the inebriating drinks arouse (him), the
victorious one." It occurs in later texts as an abstract noun.
In all other cases verbal roots have only a couple of derivatives in -ti-;
they refer to abstract notions with various degrees of personification. On the
formal side they are represented by uncompounded words with and without
prefixes, as well as by compounds.
Compound words are a problem apart. Stems in -ti-, appearing as the
final elements of compounds, can acquire adjectival meanings, but since
the compound as a whole belongs to the bahuvrlhi-class, this position cannot be regarded as diagnostic. The same applies to the so-called "pseudocompounds" with an initial a-, su- or dus-. Nevertheless, the following list
of stems in -ti- with personified abstract meanings contains a number of
compounds, since their -f/-stem semantics admits of different interpretations.
as- "to be."
abhisti- (feminine) "help," "assistance," "support:"
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a no agne vayovfdham
rayim pavaka Samsyam
rasva ca na upamate puruspfham
sunltl svdyatastaram (8.60.11)

"Bring us, O Agni, the strength-increasing wealth, O purifying one, which is
praiseworthy, and give us, O friendly one, the much-desired (wealth), that is
self-shinging under (thy) beautiful guidance!."
The root man- is most productive in the Rg Veda both in number and in
the variety of such -ti- stem derivatives.
bhu- "to be," "to become."
Its -ti- derivatives with various prefixes function as abstract nouns
(feminine) and as adjectives, i.e., the agent noun of the quality-bearer is
treated as an adjective.
abhibhuti- (feminine) "superiority;" adjective "superior," "extremely
powerful:" utd smasya panayanti jdna I jutim krstipro abhibhiitim asoh
(4.38.9) "And more: people praise his / Swiftness, the superiority of a
speedy (horse), filling the lands"—with abstract meaning; tdved iddm

a yam prndnti divi sddmabarhisah
samudrdm nd subhvah sva abhistayah
tdm vrtrahdtye dnu tasthur Utdyah
iusma indram avata dhrutapsavah (1.52.4)
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"(He) whom (those) seated on the sacrificial straw(-mat) in heaven fill / as
rivers (fill) the ocean,—(his) own beneficent assistances, / (his) supports at
Vrtra's slaying, followed behind him / Behind Indra,—they the invincible,
the unbent ones;" in this passage the two abstract feminines abhistayah
"assistances" and utdyah "supports" are portrayed as separate entities that
act quite independently of Indra, so that they seem to be to a certain degree
personified.

tar-ltir-ltur-"Vo cross (over)."
prdturti- (feminine) "a breakthrough," "a rush forward;" "a precipitating one:" tvdm indra prdturtisv I abhi viiva asi spfdhah (8.99.5) "O Indra,
thou art superior to all opponents in (thy) rushes forward;" ima asya
prdturtayah I paddm jusanta ydd divi (8.13.29) "These (tribes) of his, rushing forward (feminine), / Chose the spot which is in heaven;" the word
"tribes" (visah feminine) is supplied from the preceding verse, but Geldner
prefers another translation: "diese seine Kampf-truppen," that is, the
Maruts' troops that are the subject of the verse; in his commentary he suggests an alternative interpretation: the word can be an adjective referring to
the noun vis'ah from stanza 28;
suprdturti- (adjective) "easily rushing forward:"
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av- "to help,"
uti- (feminine) "to help," "support;" "a helper." Vide supra.
is- "to move," "to send," "to impel," "to encourage."
isti- (feminine) "search," "desire," "demand;" "an object of desire:"
ddabdhebhis tdva gopabhir iste I ' smakam pahi trisadhastha surln (6.8.7)
"Through thy protectors, suffering no deceit, O desirable one, I Protect our
patrons, O (thou) dwelling in three abodes!;" following Renou, we see a
vocative case in iste (and not a syncopated instrumental case plural based on
istebhir, as Geldner believed). Renou translates: "6 (dieu, objet de notre)
recherche" [118.13.42].
kar-lkir- "to remember," "to praise,"
suklrti- (feminine) "fine praise," "good fame," "beautifully extolled:"
suklrtim bhikse vdrunasya bhureh (2.28.1) "I beg good fame of the abundant
Varuna;" prestham vo dtithim grnlse 'gnim . . . dsad ydtha no vdrunah
suklrtir (1.186.3) "I shall sing your dearest guest—Agni... so that he should

be Varuna for us, the beautifully extolled one.. . ."
citti- (feminine) "comprehension," "reason," "thought"—both abstract
and personified: cittim dcittim cinavad vi vidvan (4.2.11) "May he—as a
wise man—distinguish between comprehension and incomprehension,"—
the abstract meaning is quite evident;
viyo vlrutsu rodhan mahitvautd praja utd prasusv antdh
cittir apam dame visvayuh
sddmeva dhirah sammaya cakruh

(1.67.9-10)

"(The one) who grows in plants thanks to his greatness, / And in the progeny
and within (those who) have conceived / (The one who is) the reason of the
waters, (who stays) at home for all (his) time,— / Having measured (it), as
experts (measure) a dwelling, they built (a hearth for Agni)"—the meaning
remains unclear, but some kind of personification seems likely. Geldner
translated; "der Geist der Wasser," but Renou: "(lui qui est) la pensee-active
des eaux" [118.12.15]. Grassmann suggested for citti- in this passage the
meaning "der Verstandige, Einsichtige."
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sdkhayas tva vavrmahe
devdm mdrtasa utdye
apam napdtam subhdgam sudlditim
suprdturtim anehdsam (3.9.1)

"We, (thy) friends, have chosen thee, / The god, (we) the mortals, for (our)
aid, / The offspring (masculine) of the waters, the happy, the charmingly
bright (one), / The (god) easily rushing forward, the innocuous one;" the
stem suprdturti- appears in the Rg Veda only as an adjective. The same
applies to sudiditi- (root di- "to shine, glisten").
da- "to bind:"
dditi- (feminine) "unboundness," "guiltlessness, innocence," "endlessness," nomen proprium proper noun of a goddess; adjective "limitless,"
"endless:" a sarvdtatim dditim vrnlmahe (10.100.1-11) "We beg for ourselves perfect bliss (and) innocence." Geldner has: "Wir erbitten Vollkommenheit von der Aditi," but in the commentary he concedes that dditi- can be
an abstract here. Both Neisser [111.21] and Renou see here anabstract
notion, compare "Nous demandonspar-choix l'integrite (des biens, en sorte
qu'il n'y ait) point d'attache (avec le mal)" [118.5.63]; ddite mitra vdrunotd
mrla I ydd vo vaydm cakrma kdc cid agah (2.27.14) "O Aditi, Mitra, as well
as Varuna, pardon (us), / If we have committed any sin against you!;"
ydsmai tvdm sudravino dddas'o I' ndgastvdm adite sarvdtdtdl... prajavata
radhasa te sydma (1.94.15) "O lord of beautiful riches, to whom thou
grantest / Guiltlessness in full measure, O boundless one, I... A gift (that)
brings progeny,—we would like to be (like) those (ones);" here dditi- is an
attribute of Agni (in other passages it can be applied to Savitar, Soma, the
Maruts and some other gods). But this interpretation has been contested:
Geldner sees here the name of the goddess, supplying in his translation:
"Wen du auch, reich an Gut, (Wie) Aditi Schuldlosigkeit in vollem Masse
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gewahren w i r s t . . . , " but in the commentary he admits that the adjective is
also conceivable. Renou translates: "6 {Agni agissant ainsi a l'instar d')
Aditi" and comments: "It seems likely that adite is used here instead of
aditir iva, in other words, it is a vocative of assimilation" [118.12.25,96].
Both Grassmann and Neisser saw here an adjective.
dl- "to glitter," "to glare."
sudlti- (feminine) "beautiful brilliance;" "glittering beautifully:" suditlsuno
sahaso didlhi (7.1.21) "Glitter with a beautiful glitter, O son of power!;" tarn
citrdydmam hdrikeSam Imahe I sudltim agnim suvitaya ndvyase (3.2.13)
"To this bright-pathed, golden-haired, beautifully shining Agni do we turn
for a new success."

rati- (feminine) "a gift," "a boon;" "a giver," "a well-wisher:" sdsantu
tya drdtayo I bodhantu Sura rdtdyah (1.29.4) "Let those ill-wishers sleep!
Let the well-wishers keep awake, O hero!;" the personified meaning of this
word is sparsely attested.
drati- (feminine) "ill-will," "enmity," "trouble;" "an ill-wisher;" "an
enemy," "a demon:" esd syd somo matibhih pundno I 'tyo nd vdjl tdratid
drdt'ih (9.96.15) "This very Soma, purified by prayers, / outruns the enemies
like a victorious racer;" Geldner understands it in a more concrete manner:
"entgeht... den Feinden," while Renou renders it as an abstract notion: "traverse les inimities" [118.9.45].
The former application is much more common in the Rg Veda (compare the reverse with rati-) so that drati- can become a name for a class of
evil spirits that personify the qualities of niggardliness and ill-will. For
example: dtrd puramdhir ajahad dratlr I made somasya mura dmurah
(4.26.7) "Then Puramdhi left the Aratis (accusative plural feminine) behind, / The wise one, Soma-drunk, (left) the unwise." Here Puramdhi is an
unclear mythic figure that personifies abundance. In this context both names
must evidently stand in opposition, conforming to their semantics,
vary- "to turn," "to derive," "to extract," etc.
suvrkti- (feminine) "a laudatory speech;" "one who is beautifully
praised:" visrstadhena bharate suvrktir I iydm indram johuvati manlsa
(7.24.2) "Like a released stream this speech, of praise is rising, / (This) prayer,
loudly invoking Indra;" puro vo mandrdm divydm suvrktim I prayatiyajne
agnim adhvare dadhidhvam (6.10.1) "The cheerful, heavenly, beautifullypraised Agni—set (him) in front of you at the time of the sacrificial rite."
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sudlditi- the same, see above.
dhl- "to think," "to ponder."
dhiti- (feminine) "a thought," "meditation," "a prayer:"
guha satlr upa tmdna
prd ydc chocanta dhltdyah
kdnva rtdsya dharaya (8.6.8)

"When secret thoughts begin to blaze by themselves, / The Kanvas (blaze)
with a stream of Truth;" the notion rendered by dhltdyah is half-personified
here and is seen as separate from the poets who normally send them up to the
gods.
rii- "to lead."
surilti-, siinlti- (feminine) "good leadership," "excellent guidance;" "one who
guides excellently," "a god leader:"
yd anayat paravdtah
surittT turvdSam yddum
indrah sd no yuva sdkha
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Sams- "to declare solemnly," "to extol."
dfasti- (feminine) "a curse," "hate;" "an imprecator," "a hater:"
(6.45.1)

"(He) Who has led here from afar Turvasa and Yadu with (his) good
guidance, he is Indra, our young friend;" indra . . . bhdva siinltir utd
vamdnltih (6.47.7) "O Indra . . . be (for us) a good leader and (even) an
excellent leader!" Some other compounds with -nlti- as the last element
(compare vdmdnlti-) function in the same way.
yuj- "to yoke."
svdyukti- adjective "one who yokes oneself in:" yuvdm bhujyum
bhurdmdnam vibhir gatdm I svdyuktibhir ...(1.119.4) "To Bhujyu who was
floundering (in the sea) you went on (the backs) of self-yoked birds." This
stem is exclusively adjectival in the Rg Veda.
rd- "to give," "to donate."

yam yuvdm daSvadhvaraya deva
rayim dhatthd vdsumantam puruksum
asme sd indravarundv dpi syat
prd yd bhandkti vanusam dSastlh (6.68.6)

"The wealth, O gods, consisting of goods, abundant in cattle, which you two
(usually) grant to him who performs the honoring rite, / O Indra-andVaruna, let it be exclusively ours, (the wealth) that destroys the curses of the
envious ones!" The rest of the contexts are nondiagnostic and admit of both
abstract and concrete interpretations. For example: sd paumsyebhir
abhibhur dsastlr (1.100.10) "He suppresses the cursers (feminine) (or: the
curses) through (his) virile powers." Geldner's translation is intentionally
ambiguous: "Er bringt mit seinen Manneskraften die Lasterzungen
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schweigen." Renou's rendering: "Lui, (il) domine les (gens) aux mauvaises
paroles, grace a ses actes-males" [118.17.34]. But the corresponding nominal root-stem has an adjectival meaning in the Rg Veda—a$as- "cursing,"
"hating."
About two thirds of the stems in -ti that have a concrete or personified
meaning are derivatives formed with the help of adverbial prefixes, adjectival prefixes (su-, dur-) or the privative a-. We therefore observe among
them a rather high percentage of "pseudo-compounds" of the karmadharaya and bahuvrlhi type. The appearance of the -fi-stems as final elements of compounds consisting of two equally-semantized nominal stems,
such as d&vam-isti- "desirous of a horse," havyd-dati- "accepting/bringing
offerings," etc., supports the adjectival meaning of these stems.
There are some obscurities in the gender distribution of stems in -as,
which are obviously connected with the peculiarities of the Vedic "model of
the universe." According to a well-known rule, -as- stems with the accent on
the root-vowel and with an abstract meaning (most often action nouns)
belong to the neuter; oxytonic stems are agent nouns [3.113-4]. But actually
very few oxytonic stems in -as are attested in the Rg Veda, and there are
only isolated cases of minimal pairs where the difference in meaning is
related to the position of the accent, as in dpas- "work;" apds- "active."
What concerns us here is not the degree of retention of the original
relationship between the position of the accent and the -as-stems semantics,54 but rather, the manner in which some stems of this class relate to their
denotates. The problem was first raised and discussed by Gondain connection with Agni's epithet siinuh sdhasah "son of power" [86]. He was quite
justified in questioning the opinion held by such authorities as Grassmann,
Roth, and Geldner, that the noun sdhas- (neuter) "power, strength" could
also be used as an adjective "strong." Gonda believes that they interpreted
the word as an adjective in phrases where it is actually used in apposition:
this problem has already been discussed here in connection with the stems in
-//. The same can be said about another word for "strength"—ojas- (neuter).
In contexts such as yUydm devah prdmatir yuydm ojo (2.29.2) "You, O
gods, are encouragement, you are strength," abstract notions are clearly
personified.
One can also note a similar semi-personified, or rather concrete perception of abstract notions expressed by the nouns dvesas- (neuter) "hate,"
"hostility;" "a hate," "an enemy," and ddksas- (neuter) "strength," "skill;"
"strong," "skilful." Probably the most instructive example can be seen in the
minimal pair rdksas- (neuter): raksds- adjective. The semantics of the
second member of the opposition is quite unambiguous: raksds- means
"harmful," "the harmful one." But since the word rdksas- is it is not

exclusively used to render the abstract idea of "harm, damage," but can also
be personified, and in that case it becomes synonymous with raksds-.
Word-composition gives support to the adjectival meaning of this stemclass as well (compare supra). For example: cetas- (neuter) "brilliance,"
"wisdom," but the derivatives are adjectives:prdcetas- "wise," "attentive,"
vicetas- "brilliant," "sagacious," sucetas- "benevolent," suprdcetas- "very
wise."
Such a "personal" treatment of an abstract idea can be met with in some
other stem-classes, too. Compare the stem daman-, noted by Gonda, with an
accent that was originally typical of agent nouns; its basic meaning was the
abstract "generosity," "liberal giving," and the narrower, "personified"
meaning was "giver" (6.44.2).
In another paper Gonda suggested that brahman "was the name for a
fundamental upholding force which was thought of as immovable, solid,
and supporting" [84.32]. The bibliography of the term brahman has become
quite extensive by this time. The semantics of this word concerns us here
only as far as it touches upon the problem of the interrelationship of stylistic,
grammatical, and semantic factors. Although the Rg Veda offers a formally
marked opposition of two stems (the position of the accent): brdhman(neuter) "a prayer," "a sacred word," "a magic charm," "inspiration" vs.
brahman- (masculine) "an implorer," "an incantator," also the name of a
class of priests—the semantic interpretation of the neuter stems remains far
from certain. In several passages brahman- is regarded as an independent
force, which the gods receive from the poets who sing their praises, or which
can be obtained by drinking Soma, with which help heroic deeds are accomplished. For example, ddhakfnoh prathamdm virydm mahdd I ydd asyagre
brdhmand susmam airayah (2.17.3) "Then thou hast performed the first
great feat: / (That one) when, in the beginning, thou hast aroused (thy) fury
by means of his sacred word" (to Indrd), where "his" refers to the "poetsinger;" ud ga ajad dbhinad brdhmand valdm (2.24.3) "He drove out the
cows, he split Vala by means of an incantation" (to Brahmanaspati). It is
also a kind of substance which the initiated can—by means of their
wisdom—"set in motion" for their own ends (this is a clearly magical concept), for example,... prathamaja brdhmano viSvam id viduh I dyumndvad
brdhma kuSikasa erira . . . (3.29.15) " . . . the first-born ones know everything of the sacred speech. I The people of the Kusika-clan set in motion the
brilliant sacred speech." This view of an autonomous abstract brahman- in
the Rg Veda is confirmed in the subsequent development of its meaning:
through the stage of a semi-personified notion it evolved into the proper
name of the supreme deity of Hinduism.
A special case of gender manifestation is represented by the noun
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vrtrd- in the Rg Veda (based on the verb var- "to obstruct," "to stop," "to
envelop"), which is masculine in the singular and neuter in the plural (compare Bohtlingk, Grassmann), with the respective meanings of "an enemy
(masculine);" the proper name of the dragon slain by Indra (masculine); and
"obstruction," "barrier" (neuter). Its semantic invariant is "force of resistance," and in various Vedic contexts this invariant is represented as
personified to various degree. There are some clear passages wherein the
character of the denotate can be regarded as certain, for example, vrtrena
ydd dhina bibhrad ayudha I samdsthitha yudhdye idmsam avide (10.113.3)
"When, bearing (thy) arms, thou earnest against the dragon Vrtra in order to
fight (him), in order to gain glory, . . . " (a hymn to Indra): here vrtrd- is
obviously the proper name of Indra's adversary. But there are other passages where vrtra- can be either a proper name or a common noun. For
example, consider Renou's translations of the first stanza in 3.37:

duly noted by Geldner in his commentary.55
The neuter plural of vrtrd- does not in itself correspond to an abstract
meaning. Many passages suggest a very concrete sense as in, for example,
agnir vrtrani janghanad I dravinasyur vipanydya (6.16.34) "May Agni
utterly destroy the enemies (accusative plural neuter), / Seeking (their)
wealth, with (great) success!"
Thus there are grounds to believe that some anomalies in gender distribution within a certain group of abstract nouns in the Rg Veda reflect peculiarities in the reference of these nouns, peculiarities which, in their turn,
seem to be conditioned by specific traits of this "model of the universe."
This tendency to a partial or complete personification of some abstract
nouns has resulted in their transformation into proper names in the Rg Veda.
The correlation between a proper name and an appellative noun in this text
is rather complex, and its proper interpretation requires a brief outline of the
mythopoetic locus of the proper name in the Rg Veda.
The views of the Rsis with regard to name were perfectly "realistic:"
they considered the name (naman- neuter) to be a reflection of the essence
of its bearer; if a thing or a person has different names, each of them corresponds to a definite quality that the name-bearer possesses.56 Moreover, the
Rsis regard the proper name as the very essence of the denotate; the two
aspects were inseparable. Only something with a name could be said to exist, and until there is a name, there cannot exist a corresponding object or
person. This status of the name—in the Vedic model of the universe—
results in the sacralization of every operation concerning it. It may be said
that the name as such was sacred during the Vedic period. In nonritual
spheres this property probably appears considerably later.
One of the fundamental operations with names, as it appears in the text,
was precisely "naming:" nama dha- literally "to put/set a name," "to fix a
name." In the broad context of the Rg Veda this operation acquires cosmogonic value since "fixing a name" meant "creating an object.57 For instance,
dddhati putro varam pdram pitur I nama trtlyam ddhi rocane divdh
(1.155.3) "The son fixes (his) father's (name) here and yonder, / The third
name (he sets) in the bright part of the sky." The passage deals with the three
strides of Visnu—the son whose father was the Sky. Visnu, in making his
strides, created the universe, and fixing names to cosmic elements in this
context is equivalent to his strides.58
Renou has remarked on the intimate semantic ties between naman- and
the noun dhaman-, derived from the root dha-. He says, "In fact, both terms
complement one another; in this case, naman- represents the global and
abstract aspect of the same notion whose multiple and accidental side is
represented by dhaman-" [115.1.21]. Later on the role of dhaman- was
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vartrahatyaya

Sdvase I . . . I indra tva vartayamasi "Pour la force apte a

briser les resistances . . . / 6 Indra, nous t'orientons vers id;" then stanza 5:
indram vrtraya hdntave . . . upa bruve "Je m'adresse a Indra ... pour qu'il
tue Vrtra . . . ," as well as in stanza 6: . . . tvam imahe . . . indra vrtraya
hdntave..."...
nous t'implorons,... 6Indra, pour tuer V/tra" [118.17.80].
Geldner's versions are: stanza 1: "zur Ubermacht, die die Feinde erschlagt,"
stanza 5: "das er den Vrtra (Feind) erschlage," stanza 6: "den Vrtra (Feind)
zu erschlagen." The worshipper can be seen as asking Indra for the repetition of his fundamental cosmogonic exploit—the killing of the dragon
Vrtra—and thus the establishing of order in the universe—or this may be
just a case of killing a (personal) enemy.
The semantic peculiarities of this noun are related to certain anomalies
in the expression of its gender and number. The dictionaries refer to vrtrd- in
the singular as masculine, and as neuter in the plural. But the neuter singular
also occurs in a collective sense, for example,
piba somam abhiydm ugra tarda
urvdm gdvyam mdhi grnand indra
viyo dhrsno vddhiso vajrahasta
viSva vrtrdm amitriya idvobhih (6.17.1)

"Drink Soma, O terrible one, thanks to which (Soma) thou shalt bore
through the cow-pen, O Indra, mightily praised one, / (Thou), O daring one,
with the thundering cudgel in hand, who with (thine own) powers shalt
smash all hostile (accusative plural neuter) obstacles (accusative singular)!"
(or: "thou shalt kill any insidious enemy"). There is also the difficulty that
the second line uses the wording of the Vala myth, but in the third and fourth
lines the vocabulary is that of the dragon-slaying (Vrtra) myth, and this is
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taken by rilpa-; this development was reflected in the concept rendered by
the compound namarupd- "name-and-form."
The phrase nama + dha- has another meaning in the Rg Veda besides
that of "naming," viz. "to strengthen," for the Vedic Rsis believed that naming was equivalent to endowing someone with a certain substance. In this
connection, the following can be cited:
bhuri nama vdndamano dadhati
pita vaso yddi tdj josdyase
kuvid devdsya sdhasa cakdndh
sumndm agnir vanate vavrdhandh

(5.3.10)

"The father, gives (thee) many names, glorifying (thee), O Vasu, if thou
enjoyest it. / Will not Agni—invigorated (and) happy in (his) strength—gain
(for us) the god's favor?" Agni's father in this case is the sacrificing priest,
for he has given birth to the god and invigorates him by giving him names.
In the middle voice, then, nama + dha- means "to acquire a name" and
"to be strengthened, invigorated," for example, dddhano nama maho
vdcobhir I vdpur dr&dye venyo vy avah (6.44.8) "Acquiring—thanks to the
(poets') speeches—a great name (for himself), / The beautiful one displayed
(his) splendor for contemplation (about Soma).
The phrase nama bhar- "to bear/carry a name" means "to possess (or
control) the qualities of the name-bearer," for example, bibharti carv
indrasya nama I yena visvani vrtra jaghana (9.109.14) "He carries the dear
name of Indra, / With whose help he destroyed all (his) enemies" (about
Soma); or
pard ydt tvdm paramd ajdnisthdh
paravdti Srutyam nama bibhrat
dtai cid indrad abhayanta deva
visva apo ajayad dasdpatnlh (5.30.5)

"When, higher (than all), thou were born as the highest one, / Carrying into
the distance (thy) name, worthy of fame, / The gods at once started fearing
Indra. / He conquered all the waters ruled by the Dasa."
In this way a figure of mythology can bear its own proper name and the
name of some other person, and the latter's functions are transferred to the
former. It has been observed by several scholars that a proper name in the
Rg Veda can be regarded as a myth or a plot encoded in a certain way.
It should be stressed that the verb bhar- (as well as dha-) is frequently
used in descriptions of the cosmogonic activities of the Vedic gods. Thus the
oftcited passage in 1.185.1 tells of Heaven and Earth: visvamtmdna bibhrto
ydd dha nama "The two themselves bear whatever (has) a name." "They
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bear," that is, they comprise, thus creating the organised universe, since
"whatever (has) a name" denotes all objects and elements contained in the
cosmos. It is no accident that the same verb bhar is the predicate where the
subject is Vac, the proper name of the Sacred Speech: . . . ahdm
mitravdrunobha bibharmy I ahdm indragnf ahdm asvinobha Hill ahdm
somam ahandsam bibharmy I ahdm tvdstaram utd pusdnam bhdgam I . . .
(10.125.lc-d, 2a-b) "I carry both Mitra and Varuna, both Indra and Agni,
and both of the Aivins. / 1 carry the raging Soma, I (carry) Tvastar, Pusan
and Bhaga."
To utter or invoke the name of a deity: nama hu-, nama vac- meant for
the Vedic Rsis a communion with the inner essence of the deity
[118.4.79,118]. The very utterance of someone's name had to induce the
name-owner to act according to the name's nature. This magical attitude
toward the name resulted, in particular, in the frequent use of divine names
as appeals; on the linguistic side it is rendered by vocatives, which capriciously the flow of the Vedic poet's narration, thus creating a very special
correlation between the descriptive and the appellative functions of
language (more on this below). The proclamation of a divine name in the
Rg Veda should probably be seen as a variant of the more general magic
procedure of the "Declaration of Truth," to which Old Indian culture attributed wide-ranging creative properties.
Usually, the name of a deity is proclaimed aloud and in public, but there
is also another way: a mental rendition of the name, the concentration of the
poet's mental effort around it; as has been observed by Renou, the latter
device is encoded by the phrase nama man-, literally "to think a name." One
is reminded—in this connection—of the mental sacrifice that was alleged to
be as efficacious as a real one in the opinion of the Vedic Aryans.
Finally, the phrase nama grabh- "to seize a name" is common in Vedic
charms, where it denotes the full domination of the "name-seizer" over the
person whose name "has been captured," for example, navanam navatlnam
I visdsya ropuslnam I sdrvasam agrabham nama I . . . (1.191.13) "Of the
ninety nine / destroyers (feminine) of poison, / Of all (of them) I have seized
(their) name."
This short list of the principal predicates whose object is naman- gives
a very general idea of the role of this word in the Vedic "model of the universe." In the Rsi's mind, a name always touched upon a mystery; the
energy nucleus of the name was its intrinsic "naming" force which was at
the same time a creative force. The sacred act of name-proclaiming was like
tearing down a veil covering the inner essence of the name, and "to know the
name" was equal to gaining access to the mystery.
Among attributive constructions expressed by concord the phrase
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guhyam nama "a secret name" frequently occurs; it points to the true nature
of the denotate that can be made manifest by means of some kind of magic
procedure that is tantamount to acquisition of knowledge. These ideas are
aptly illustrated by the two initial stanzas of 4.58 (a hymn in praise of
ghee):

names." Secret words are also filled with creative force, for example,
vidvamsah pada giihyani kartana I yena devaso amrtatvdm anasuh
(10.53.10) "Use secret words as experts (do), / by which means the gods
have achieved immortality."
After these general remarks about the Rsis's views concerning proper
names, let us determine their range of application in the Rg Veda. Admittedly, this is a highly complex problem, since one is not able to draw a clear
line between a common and a proper noun in the usage of this text [29.220].
In Gardiner's widely-accepted opinion, the weaker the semantic motivation
of a noun, the more properties of a proper name it possesses. Such names—
mainly theonyms—are extremely rare in the Rg Veda: indra-, marut-,
vdruna-. But generally speaking, such a lack of motivation from a modern
scholar's standpoint should not be identified with the Rsi's standpoint, for
whom quite different etymological links were important. The rest of the
proper names in the Rg Veda are actually common nouns, more or less
widely used in the former function. There are not absolute formal or semantic criteria for distinguishing them, so that grave problems of interpretation
arise in numerous cases.
The Rsis used to play with proper names in their hymns. In theory, two
processes of name-playing should be possible: 1) transforming common
nouns into proper names, and 2) transforming proper names into nouns. The
former possibility is most frequently used, as it is the most appropriate one
for the Vedic "model of the universe" with its inherent tendency for the complete, or at least partial personification of various abstract powers and ideas.
The poet quite often "indulges in brinkmanship:" the degree of personified
or abstract perception constantly vacillates and shifts, and it becomes impossible to determine with certainty if a deity's name is intended, or just an
abstract notion. Such an ambiguous position of a name would always be
connected with a hie et nunc situation, as in the following stanza dealing
with the Maruts:
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samudrad urmlr mddhumanud arad
upamSuna sdm amrtatvdm anat
ghrtdsya nama guhyam ydd dsti
jihva devanam amftasya nabhih (1)
vaydm namaprd bravama ghrtdsyaasmin yajne dharayama ndmobhih
upa brahma Srnavac chasydmanam
cdtuhSrfigo 'vamld gawd etdt (2)

"The mead-wave arose out of the ocean. / (Mixed) with Soma, it acquired
the qualities of the amrta, / That is the secret name of ghee: / Tongue of the
gods, navel of immortality //. (2) We will proclaim the name of ghee-fat. / In
this sacrifice we will make (it) stay (here) by bowing. / Let the brahman hear
(it), when it is being pronounced. / The four-horned gaur-ox has emitted it."
The ghee-fat is seen here in a mystic way: not only is it the clarified
butter being poured into the fire, but it is also identified with Soma (the
navel of immortality) and with poetic speech (—the tongue of the gods).
The latter two definitions are interrelated, for Soma is known to stimulate
poetic inspiration. At the same time, Soma is a gaur-ox, since both the juice
and the animal are of brown-yellowish color. And thus the knowledge of the
fat's "secret names"—which is the privilege of the brahman-priest—really
means the understanding of its true, though hidden, nature.
The concept of "secret names" conforms with the general Vedic teaching that true supreme knowledge is concealed from the human mind; what is
accessible to mortals is only its lesser part. Speculations of this sort are reflected, for instance, in the riddle-hymn 1.164.45:
catvari vak pdrimita padani
tani vidur brahmanaye manlsinah
guha trini nihita nengayanti
turlyam vdco manusya vadanti

"Speech is measured into four parts. / The Brahmans who are wise know
them. / Three (quarters), which are secretly put away, they do not activate. /
The fourth (quarter) of speech (is what) men speak."
Words, too, can be secret (1.72.6; 10.53.10), and the phrase giihyani
pada, "secret words," is almost synonymous with guhya namani, secret
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apathayo vipathayo'ntaspatha dnupathah
etebhir mdhyam namabhir
yajndm vistdrd ohate (5.52.10)

"(Those) "walking toward the path," "walking off the path," / "Walking in
the middle of the path," "walking along the path"— / Under these names
they grant me the sacrifice, after scattering widely around."
The poet would test the names for most various properties. They could
be quite accidental, as in the instance quoted above, or they could function
as conventional epithets and appear in many contexts as regular proper
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names. This process developed along the following lines: an attribute or an
apposition to a deity's proper name -» theonym. Such epithets/proper
names cannot be regarded as mere verbal ornamentation; Gonda, after a
thorough study of their role in the Rg Veda [79], correctly concluded that
they have rather important functions: they usually appeal to a single characteristic trait of a deity that seems most important at the moment in order to
provoke its manifestation. An epithet's motivation is not always conditioned by its actual context, and this circumstance rather confirms its
transformation into a deity's proper name, like jatdvedas- literally "the
knower of (all) creatures," or vais'vanard- "belonging to all men"
(Grassmann, but according to Gonda—"related to him who is in complete
possession of vital force"), when applied to Agni; maghdvan- "generous" or
vrtrahdn- "Vrtra's slayer" in the case of Indra, etc. Nevertheless, boundaries between appellative epithets and proper names are not always fixed,
and a standing epithet that regularly replaces a deity's proper name can be
sometimes applied to another god as, for instance, Agni (not Indra\) vrtrahdn- in 1.59.6; 6.16.14.

"knotty," "protruding," "a hill," "a mountain," and a (personified) proper
name, as well as many others.
Previously, there was a lively debate concerning the names of the
Aditya-gods (the sons of the goddess Aditi—"Nonboundedness"). Except
for Vdruna-, all of them function both as proper names and common nouns:
mitrd- (masculine) "a friend" and a theonym; (neuter) "friendship,"
"friendly contract;" aryaman- (masculine) "a companion," "a matchmaker," "a best-man;" god's name; bhdga- (masculine) "a giver, bestower;"
"a lucky lot," "luck, happiness;" god's name; dms'a- (masculine) "a portion,
share," and a theonym; ddksa- "skilful," "skill," "ability;" a god's name.
The etymology of vdruna- has not been established with certainty.59
Although the Adityas are traditionally classified as celestial gods, more than
thirty years ago Paul Thieme proposed to regard them as personified
abstract notions, so that in every Vedic passage vdruna- should be rendered
as "True Speech" (on the basis of his tentative etymology), mitrd- as
"Agreement, Contract," aryaman- as "Hospitality," and so forth [141]. His
extreme position has not found acceptance among scholars, but the possibility of presenting the problem in this way is in itself important.
The play with proper names in Rg Veda is often connected with the
problem of reference. When a number of theonyms can also function as
common nouns, denoting concrete objects or cosmic elements (such as
agni- (masculine) "fire" and theonym; surya- (masculine) "sun" and
theonym; soma- (masculine) "a certain plant [possibly "fly-agaric"?] and
theonym), there is always room for ambiguity. And this ambiguity is fully
exploited by the authors— although we should never exclude the possibility
of semantic syncretism in those cases where we just see different meanings.
When these mythological figures act as deities they show few anthropomorphic traits. We know for certain that Agni has a wife, Agnayl, that Surya is
Us'as's lover and has a daughter, that Soma was the bridegroom of Savitar's
daughter, and that their marriage-feast serves as a model for humans; but all
such traits and motifs pass almost unnoticed among the descriptions of natural phenomena: the flames of the sacrificial fire, the rays of the blazing sun,
the juice of the plant, the source of the divine drink of immortality. Hence
the high degree of ambiguity in their treatment, which is yet another peculiarity of the sty le of the Rg Veda. This linguistic problem is just one particular move in the Rsi's play, based on the context's reference to more than a
single level.
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Vedic style is fond of chains of theonyms: lists, epithets of a particular
god, and especially appeals to him in the vocative, as in:
yam trayadhva iddm-idam
devaso yam ca ndyatha
tasma agne vdruna mitraryaman
mdrutah Sdrma yachata (7.59.1)

"(Him) whom you protect, O gods, whom you guide hither and thither, /
To him, O Agni, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, (and) Maruts, grant (your)
protection!;"
uso vqjena vajini prdcetd
stomam jusasva grnato maghoni
puranl devi yuvatih puramdhir
dnu vratdm carasi viivavare (3.61.1)

"O lisas, O rewarding with reward, O understanding one, / Enjoy the poet's
praise-song, O generous one! / O goddess, ancient (and yet ever) young like
Puramdhi, / Thou followest the (divine) vow, O possessor of all goods!."
When modern scholars translate and interpret the hymns, the choice between a common noun and a proper name frequently becomes all-important,
since it determines the key to understanding a passage or a hymn, or perhaps
the whole collection. A dual interpretation is typical of such important
words as ila- (feminine) "a libation" and proper name of a goddess: nirrti(feminine) "destruction," "abyss," and proper name of a goddess; pdrvata-
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